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Pagell
Quiet Storm and Franchise.
two independent teams,
won the intramural basketball tournament Monday
night in Racer Arena.

Page7
The theatre and dance
department presents "The
Laramie Project'' at 7
tonight and Saturday
night in 310B Wilson Ha ll.

M arch ll, 2005

General Assembly passes University-friendly budget
Step hanie Zeller
Staff Writer
szi!ller@murraystatc.edu

Murray State;: is one step
closer to receiving $15 million to construct Phase II of
the new science complex
and other funding for oncampus projects after lawmakers approved n ~tate
budget and tax plan Tuesday.
Some of the projects
include $13 million agency
bonds Lo build a residential
college and a $300,000
incinerator to be put in Lhe
Breathitt Diagnostic Lab in
Hopkinsville.
"There arc more sewer
and water}ine projects than
I've seen since I've been (in
the state Senate), in 13
years," Sen. Joey Pendleton,
D-Hopkinsville, said.

A conference committee
drafted the budget last
weekend after senators
slightly altered the House's
budget plan last week.
The Senate wanted to
include some items the
House left out of the budget, including funding for
Murray State's new residen·
tial college and many other
projects needed in Murray.
"I had put all those in as
my projects," Rep. Melvin
Henley, R-Murray, said.
"The House had kicked (the
projects) out but the conference committee put them
back in."
The $15 million appropriated for the science complex will be used to construct the chemistry building. The new science complex will replace Blackburn
Science Building when the

" w e are very appreciative
of (Fletcher's) efforts to
suppor t our Un iversity and
our students, as well as th e
efforts of all the legislators, especially Rep. Henley. Sen. Winters and Sen.
Pendleton. "
F. King Alexander
University President
phase is complete.
The conference committee reviewed both budgets
and looked for significant
changes to create a compromised version of the bill.
After the conference
committee handed out the
revised budget, members of
the Kentucky General
Assembly voted on the
compromised budget bill

and the tax plan.
"I am well pleased with
the way the budget came
out for all of Kentucky,"
Joey Pendleton said. "We
were able to put more
money into higher education."
Pendleton said it takes 22
votes to pass a bill and the
bud~et passed with 34 votes
for the bill, two against and

one abstention vote.
According to Courierjournal.com, the members
passed the tax modernization plan 37-0. Its goal will
be to fund the budget's projects. Gov. Ernie Fletcher
told legislatures it will provide Kentucky with 10,000
more jobs, said Pendleton
"Jf he feels that strongly
about it, I want to give him
the opportunity to show us
it will work," Pendleton
said. "I certainly d idn't want
to be an obstructionist, and
I wanted to work with him."
University President F.
King Alexander said the
budget gives Murray State
the approval to move forward with the library renovations and funding for
other facilities that ha\•e
been neglected, such as the
Breathitt Diagnostic Lab.

'Bridging the Gap'

AJexander said it also
puts $45 million back into
higher education, replacing
most of the money taken in
the 2004-05 fiscal year.
"We are very appreciative
of (Fletcher's) efforts to
support our University and
our students, as well as the
efforts of all the legislators,
especially Rep. Henley, Sen.
Winters and Sen. Pendleton," he said. ''They ull represented us well, and we :ue
optimistic that this budget
can help us more forward."
Alexa1'tdcr said higher
education is a priority in
this budget.
The budget and the tnx
plan will be sent to Fletcher
for signing, but if the governor disapproves of any
items in it, legislators will
reconvene on March 22 for
a veto session.

Association
evaluates
Murray -state
during visit
Stephanie Zeller
Staff W riter
szeller(@thenews.org

photos by Rashod Taylor/The New5

University President F. King Alexander looks on as F.W. de Klerk speaks to a large audience in Lovett Auditorium Thursday.

Speech stresses unity, action
Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
mkilcoyrre@tlll!new.~.<lrg

A key reality of world
globalization is tbat an
individual country's private action is no longer
workable, F.W. de Klerk
emphasized in his speech
Thursday night in Lovett
Auditorium.
De Klcrk, former president of South Africa and
Nobel Peace Prize Laureate, spoke to an audience
of students, faculty. staff
and community members
in the first Presidential
Lecture Series to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the first black students at Murray State.
"Most of us, in our daily
lives nrc not fu ll y, sharply
aware of the political and
historical wMld that are
greatly
shaping
our
world," he said. "Almost
without our being aware
of it, globalization is actually reshaping the world
in which we live."

De
Klerk's speech,
titled "Bridging the Gap:
Globalization
without
Isolation," focused on
how world powers should
react to an increasingly
diverse environment.
He said there are three
requirements in effectively dealing with globalization:
multilateralism,
equity and a world safe
for democracy.
''I believe, however,
that the key reality of
globali7..ation is that isolation is simply no longer
an option," he said.
"Economies throughout
the world are becoming
more interrelated and
interdcveloped."
As part of achieving
equity in the world, de
.Kler k called for equal
access to world markets.
"In the new millennium, it will be less and less
possible to ignore the
stark reality that a great
number of people still
live in poverty," he said.
"The poor countries are

•

getting poorer, while the
rich countries are getting
richer and richer."
De K1crk called for the
United States to take an
active role in reducing
poverty rates by reducing
farm subsidies and retargeti ng that money to
poverty-stricken areas.
Carrissa
Johnson,
senior from Murray, said
when she heard about the
poverty rates in other
countries, she recognized
a problem with U.S. farm
subsidies.
"In our policy class, we
talked a lot about the
farm subsidies, but when
(de Klcrk) pointed out
that they were affecting
other economics in a negative way, I thought
that
I
was interesting."
Along with add ressing
international issues, de
Klcrk spoke on what role
the United States can
play in globalization. He
said because America is

see DE KLERK I

During the first President Lecture Series, de Klerk
addresses members of the University and Murray
3 communities on globalization.

Murray State welcomed an eight
member study team Tuesday and
Wednesday as one of 12 universities
selected to participate in a study conducted by the American Association
of State Colleges and Universities.
Associate Provost Tim Todd said
Murray State was chosen out of more
than 400 AASCU partner colleges
based mainly on the University's
higher-than-average graduation nttc.
Todd said Murray State's six-year
graduation rate is more than 56 percent compared with the national rate
of 37 percen t for AASCU colleges.
Clemson University, Northwest
Missouri State University and
Louisiana Tech University arc among
the 11 other campuses studied.
"(The overall purpose) is to showcase universities (that) arc doing
good jobs with graduation rates so
other universities can learn from one
a nother," Todd said.
AASCU teams were sent to the 12
universities, and there were 85 team
members fo r the entire project.
The eight members who visited
consisted p rimarily of ad mi nistrutors
from other universities.
Cheryl Cardell, member of the
AASCU study team, said the Education T rust and the National Association of University System l leads
sponsored the project to determine
how each of the universities have
achieved successful graduation rates.
"We're trying to determine what
policies, campus circumstances. leadership or campus cultural features
that contribute to the much higher
than average graduation rates," said
Cardell, assistant vice president for
Academic Affairs at the University of
Texas at Arlington.
Tim Todd said many factors con·
tribute to the University's high graduation rate. Among them, he lists the
residential college system, the o rientation system, the graduation process
and the "Quality Enhancement Plan,"
w hich includes a list of 10 characteristics of a Murray State graduate.
"I think it's a myriad of factors. but
it all boils down to our focus on students,'' Todd said.
The team worked jn sub-tc.1ms of
two members to interview the Uni-

seeTEAM/ 3
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•Police Beat
Thursday, March 3
3:54 a.m. A caller reported a

verbal dispute behind Franklin
College. A responding officer
advised that neither subject
wished to mak'e a report.
3:02 p.m. A caller reported a
German Shepard tied to a stop
sign in the parking lot of the
Biology Building. The caller said
the dog looked as if it had not
been fed recently. Animal Control was contacted.
10:41 p.m. An officer was with a
female subject west of Public
Safety who was involved in an
off-campus domestic dispute.

Friday, March 4
RciShod Taylor/The News

Phllip Blackwood, senior from Mount Vernon, Dl., .examines his project, a bottle holder, for his 3-D design class Tuesday nlght.

Student councll sponsors
basketbaUtourn~ent
The Black Student Council will
sponsor a Love and Basketball Tournament at 7 p.m. April 13, in the North
Gym of Carr Health.
Registration is on the second floor of
the Curris Center March 18 - 27, and
the cost is $5 per couple.
For more information, contact Phyllis Parker at 762-4936.

Women's Center to host
luncheon on Thursday
The Murray State Women's Center
will host the Celebrate Women lun-

cheon at 11:30 a.m. Thursday in the
Curris Center Large Ballroom.
The luncheon features musical and
dance performances, award presentations and a keynote address from
Paula Casey, a women's issues advocate.
Tickets arc $10 and include a buffet
lunch. Those interested can reserve
seats by calling 762-3140.
1

McNair Scholars offers
aid to graduate students
The application deadline for the
McNair Scholars Program is April 8.

The scholarship provides benefits
and services for low-income or firstgeneration college students and
other underrepresented groups interested in attending graduate school.
Additional program information
and an application form is available
online at campus.murraystate.edu
/ services/ ursa/mcnair. For more
information, contact Becki Majors at
762-5042.

Studentconrumdtteeseeks
money for library books
The student committee Race for
Knowledge launched a fund-raising
effort to buy new books for the University Libraries Thursday. The
committee is soliciting donations of
$10 or more. Each donor is given a
thermal mug designed by the students.
Students will collect donations
through Wednesday in various locations across campus, including the
Curris Center, Faculty Hall, Winslow
~nd the Business Building.
For more information, contact
Chrissy Booth at 762-3033.

Campus Briefly is compiled by Carrie
Pond, assistant news editor. If you
would like to submit information for
Campus Briefly, phone 762-4480.

1:19 p.m . The grounds crew
reported finding a tire and
wheel near Regents and White
colleges. The crew said the
property would be at the
grounds office if anyone reported losing it.
7:54 p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported nearly being
hit by a truck while on the steps
of the building.
9:31p.m. A caller from the Curris Center reported a male who
cut his head. The Emergency
Medical Service was notified.

Saturday, March 5
4:06 p.m. A caller reported
'<landalism to the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center and a nearby
bicycle. An officer took a
report and opened a case for
criminal mischief in the third
degree.
7:24 p.m. Kyle Green, 19, n
non-student from Paducah,
was arrested for driviJ!g with a
suspended license.
11:30 p .m . A caller from
Springer College reported people climbing in trees nearby.
The subjects were gone upon
officer arrival.

Sunday, March 6
12:25 a.m. A caller reported
suspicious individuals in the
Oakhurst area. The subjects
were gone upon officer arrival.

12:48 a.m. A caller accidentally
dialed Public Safety in the Curris Center Lobby. The caller
said he/she was trying to call
Japan. A responding officer
found the individual gone upon
arrival.
3:39 p.m. An officer reported
three skateboarders on the corner of Gilbert Graves Drive and
Chestnut Street who had given
Public Safety trouble in the
past. The officer reported the
skateboarders had left campus.

requested an officer at Carr
Health to assist a student with
an ankle injury. EMS were
advised.. The student was
transported by a friend to the
Emergency Room.
8:51p.m. A caller from the Roy
Stewart Stadium Parking Lot
reported a vehicle speeding in
the lot and pointing lasers at
people. The vehicle was last
seen going south on Highway
64L The Murray Police Department was advised.

Monday, March 7

Wednesday, March 9

12:10 a.m. A caller reported a
man hiding in the bushes near
Central Plant. The man was a
member of a group on campus
who was participating in a
scavenger hunt.
5:35 a.m. A caller reported an
individual swinging on pipes in
Carr Health. The individual
was a student doing chin-ups.
He agreed to move into the
proper facilities to complete
his workout.
4:41 p.m. A caller from the
Waterfield Library reported a
delivery truck near the loading
dock that hit his/ her car. An
accident report was declined
by both drivers involved.
10:28 p.m . A caller from Hart
College reported a laptop missing from his/her room. An officer took a report for burglary
in the second degree. The incident is under investigation.

3:13 a.m. A caller from White
College reported destruction
to his/her personal property.
At 4:59 a.m.. an assault was
reported on the same individual.
6:41 a.m. Rebecca Colleen
Strausser. 19, freshman from
Clarksville, Tenn., and Joseph
Ryan Payne, 19, sophomore
from Philpot, were arrested for
alcohol intoxication in White
College.
5:24 p.m. An individual
reported possible vandalism to
his vehicle after finding the
valve stem cut off his tire. The
incident is under investigation.
9:10 p.m. A caller from Elizabeth College reported the
smell of marijuana in the second floor hallway. The residence director was contacted,
and Ticnne Lamar England, 19,
freshman from Mayfield, was
issued a citation for the posses- ·
sion of marijuana.

Tuesday, March 8
ll:30 a.m. A caller from Student Support Services reported
motorcycles parked behind the
building. The motorcycles
were in the way of visuallyimpaired students. A University parking citation was issued.
2:21p.m. An individual reported an accident that occurred
on Monday. The passenger in
the vehicle hit his/her head
and cracked the windsl.U.eJc:t.
The passenger was referred to
the Emergency Room by
Health Services.
6:50 p.m. Racer Patrol

Motorist assists - 6
Racer escorts - 8
Arrests- 3

Police Beat is compiled by Car.rie ~ assistilrlt newsldliDrA
with materials provided by Public Safety. All dispatched calls
are not listed. f'or a complete
listing, visit www.thenews.org.

Alpha Delta Pi
would like to invite all female MSU
students, sorority members, and high
school females to come learn self
defense conducted by

Now you
don't have ·
to get dressed
to get your
news!
Everything in our
newspaper and more is
just ~ click away at:

t hene\Ns.or g

Master Dinh
from Martial Arts of America

4- 5 p.m.
March 13
Curris Center Large Ballroom

Free Admission
Come Learn how
to protect yourself!
M
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Student lobbies against program cuts AASCU team studies
Upward Bound
. faces elimination
M elissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
ml<ilcoync@thenews.org

In an effort to prevent
program cuts to the TRIO
budget, Jennifer Miles
traveled to Washington,
t,:OD.C. last week to lobby for
the funding to continue.
Miles, graduate student
from Buffalo, N.Y., participated in Educational Talent Search, which is part
of TRIO, while she was in
high school. She described
the program as instrumental in educating her about
college.
In the budget President
George W. Bush presented
to Congress, he proposed
cuts to the TRIO program
that would eliminate the
largest aspects of 'he program, including ETS and
Upward' Bound.
After hearing of the proposed cuts congressmen
' ·are now considering, Miles
said she began developing
ways to make the voices of
those against the cuts
heard. The Kentuckiana
College Access Center in
Louisville chose Miles to
represent the state of Kentucky in Washington, D.C.
Miles spoke with congressional aides in hope of
getting her message across
to those who arc faced
with deciding what programs to cut. Miles recommended anyone against

the cut take action.
"How they can help is to
notify their representatives, and they can do that
by dropping a couple of
sentences in a Jetter or
postcard," she said .
Miles said the president
is using a low score by
TRIO on a Performance
Access Rating Tool to
back up cutting the programs.
According to a handout,
Miles compiled to aid in
lobbying efforts, ETS
received a "results not
demonstrated" rating and
Upward Bound received
an "ineffective rating"
'because of a lack of data
on key performance measures. The same survey
found Upward Bound to
have a limited overall
impact and to be not well
targeted to higher-risk students.
"In a nutshell, you have
Congress and members of
Congress have families,
and they're not financially
needy families," Miles
said. "You have those
members who are the
deciding factors, but those
whose voices need to be
heard and who are low
income aren't being heard.
That was the point of the
briefings, to have those
voices be heard."
Miles said the president
suggests using No Child
Left Behind t~ replace the
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but it is necessary to find a
balance between the negative and positive aspects.
University President F.
King Alexander said it was
an honor to host de Klerk at
Murray State after the fall
decision to bring him to
campus.
"After careful consideration, w hich lasted about
three seconds, we all fe lt
this was an opportunity we
just couldn't pass up."
In closing, de Klerk quoted Jo hn Dunne's poem "For
whom the bell tolls." He
then related the poem to
globalization.
"No country is an island
entirely of itself,'' he said.
''The depravation of one
country affects the world."

the last world superpower,
it has obligations to others.
"What America, as a
nation, docs will affect all
of us," he said. "Throughout its history, America has
rotated between isolation
and active involvement."
De Klcrk said the World
Trade Center and Pentagon
were symbols of the greatness of the United States,
and that is Likely w hy terrorists attacked them.
He said the United States
is likely to be judged critically on every task because
of its world prominence.
In stressing the importance of globalization, de
Klcrk said it cannot stop,

~~

WOLFMAN & THE PACK 9 p.m. · 1 a.m.

R A L P H Armani
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Gift Certificates Available

In Olympic Plaza, Next to Los Portales, Murray

GUCCI

De Klerk's presentation
calls for global change

1608 HWY121 N. BYPASS

Cosmetology

• Treatment of Eye
Infections

versity's faculty and staff.
Todd and Fugen Muscio,
coordinator of Institutional
Research, were interviewed on Tuesday.
"Our main subject matter
was on our mission, our
strategic plan and our
vision and how it has
evolved," Muscio said.
Wednesday,
Cheryl
Cardell said although she is
not in :.1 position to draw
conc lusions just yet, she
found Murray State to be "a
very personal campus .and
welcoming.''

Therapeutic Massage
"Where everyofJe deserves a one-hour vacation!"

Ezell's

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses &
Contact Lenses

"One of the things that
impressed me was as we
were walking through the
wellness
center,
Dr.
Alexander greeted a lot of
students by name and they
were waving at him," she
said.
AASCU will study the
reports fro m the 12 campuses and analyze the 85
study team members' self
studies, in which they critically examined their own
schools to compare t he
information, Cardell said.
A report about the study
will be available later this
year.
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Deborah Rossi, Owner
506 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY. 42071
270-759-0505
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·I ray

Salon

campus' atmosphere

their households."
Claudette Nelson, director of educational services
for the Kentuckiana Col lege Access Center, said
the organization chose
Miles to lobby because sbe
is a TRIO success story.
Nelson said the' organization could not directly
lobby because of an agreement signed after accepting federal funds.
Nelson said she and
other workers are using
their spare time to send
letters and address Congress on the importance of
TRIO. She said the TRIO
programs are
unique
because they cater to middle and high school students who are first- generation college students.
"Basically, we deal with
transitioning
to
high
school, as well as getting
students familiar with the
post-secondary campuses," she said. "(With high
school students) we talk a
little bit more about
careers. We really do talk
not just about four- year
institutions but also technical and vocational institutions and what is best
for them."
Nelson said virtua lly
every community across
the nation is affected by
the TRIO program, a nd
she encottragcd more people to speak out against
the proposed cuts. The
current ETS budget is
$144.9 million, and the
Upward Hound · budget is
$312.6 million. If the president's proposal passes. :til
of this money would be
redirected.

To Adver:tise
with

Now Open!

Brow Waxl!s............... $6

TRIO programs to be cut.
She said this would result
in fewer students being
served. Th4.! program now
serves
approximately
900,000 youth and adults
across the country. In Kentucky, 20,475 students arc
served.
"The next generation
that is coming after us, the
fact is, they need support
with the economy the way
it is now and the way
Social Security is," she
said. "People need an education. and the TRIO pro~
gram helps people go to
college .... If this country is
going to be successful in
the future, and they cut
programs such as TRIO.
. where do they go from
there?"
Though members of
congress did not indicate
to ¥iles whether they supported the cuts, she
viewed
the
lobbying
efforts as a success. Miles
said she will continue to
fight against the cuts that
would cunccl the TRIO
programs. She suggested
citizens take efforts to tell
members their stories and
why they support the programs.
"It's different when
you're reading about a specific person and their stories on paper than just
rending statistics of numbers and numbers," she
said. "They don't see the
individual people: they sec
numbers and how much
money it's costing them.
They're not able to see the
faces of students who walk
across the stage who are
first-year graduates of
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Opinion EdJtor: Elizabeth Caweln
Phone: 762-4468

Seat belt use inadequate:
0

OUR VIEW:

I)

0

How often do you buckle
your seat belt when
driving in local traffic?
"Yes, 85 percent
of the time I do.
Sometimes I do
forget."
Allsba Springer
sophomore, Poole

Issue:
ENGINEERING
STUDENTS
RELEASED A
SURVEY
RECENTLY
THAT REVEALS
SEAT BELT USE
AMONG
MURRAY STATE
· DRIVERS IS
BELOW STATE
AND NATIONAL
AVERAGES.

BubarAueb
graduate student, JfiiUSBJem

"Most of the
time. I' ve had a
wreck, so I'm
more cautious
now."
Jessica Vmson ·
Hniot; Socith Fulron. Terin!J

"Always, for
safety and to
avoid a ticket"
Constantinos
Charalambous
scphomo(e. Ntccgin, Cypfess

9

1rs Jusr A

(J

The public service announcements are everywhere: "Buckle
STUDENTS ARE
up for safety" and the p opular
ADULTS AND
"Click it or Ticket."
SHOULD NOT
But how often do we buckle
HAVE TO BE
our se at belts?
REMINDED TO
When m aking a short trip to
BUCKLE THEIR
Wal-Mart or an on-campus
SEAT BELTS
build ing, do we remem ber?
WHEN DRIVING, What about wh en the trip is a
J;EVEN ON
little farther, like 10 or 15 minSHORT TRIPS
utes? Do we buckle up, and
CLOSE TO
,r \toe~ ev.en fuatter? "'
I CAMPUS. .....,._~~ Theu :Am erican Society of
Safety En gineers of Murray
State released a survey recently that shows we don't o bey the
public service announcem ents.
In fact, Murray State seat belt
use was lower than state and
nation al averages.
But is it really that important
wh en driving around town?
The "quick trip" reasoning

Position:

0

0

cc.rorORT THitk;...

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is composed of
all section editors.

"Why? Is it a
law?"

0

some drivers might usc when
choosing not to use a scat belt
is actually off-base, according
to Progressive insurance company's 2001 survey.
The results indicated drivers
arc at a higher risk for accidents closer to home.
Progressive asked ll,OOO of
its insurance policyholders
who reported accidents in 2001
how close to home they were
when the accident happened.
Of those surveyed, 52 percent
reported they were five miles
or less from home, and 77 percent reported they were within
15 miles of home.
Even if you are not concerned
about the possibility of being
involved in a wreck, you should
at least consider buckling up to
avoid a traffic citation.
Murray State's Public Safety
Department operates safety
checkpoints in random locations throughout the year,
which allow officers to warn
drivers who are not buckled up

~

of seat belt requirements.
From May to November 2003,
485 vehicles were checked and
124 vehicles had passengers or
drivers who were not properly
restrained. In 2004,513 vehicles
were checked and 36 were not
restrained.
Despite efforts Public Safety
started in 2003 to promote
awareness on traffic safety
issues such as seat belt use,
Murray State drivers still aren't
using them as often as they
should - which is all the time.
Once we are issued a driver's
license, we are no longer our
parents' paskengers and n o
longer have them in the car
reminding us to buckle up.
Turning, 16 doesn't make you
an adult, but it does signify that
you are responsible enough to
know how to drive safely without being told.
As college students, we arc::
all a few years past 16. Act like
it, and buckle your seat belt
each time you drive.
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Commentary wrong
on Biblical meaning
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To suggest the Bible supports
abuse against women is wrong
and unwarranted. In the Feb. 18
edition of T he Murray State
News, Carrie Pond said a verse
in the Bible says women should
submit to their husbands. She
then went on to suppose the
Bible suggests if a woman does
not have a husband, then she is
to submit to "men in general."
Pond also suggested the Bible
should not be interpreted literally, but should be viewed in the
context of the time period in
which it was written, suggesting
that the Bible was written in a
patriarchal society and is no
longer applicable.
I would ask that Pond read the
verses she referred to within the
context of the chapter in which
they are found. Yes, Ephesians
5:22 says "Wives, submit to your
husbands." T he message the n
follows, "Husbands, love your
wives, just as Christ loved the
church and gave himself up for
her to make her holy."
If the husbands are doing their
job of loving their wives as
Christ loves the church, then the
wives have nothing to fear in
submitting to the requests of
their husbands. In verse 28, Paul
continues, "Husbands ought to
love the ir wives as their own
bodies."
It is clear to me Paul is not suggesting the husband be allowed
to physically or sexually abuse
his wife. Abuse is not love,
which is what husbands are

called to have toward their
wives. Also, nowhere in the verses was it suggested that a woman
should submit herself to men in
general, a boyfriend or any man
that is not her husband.
I totally agree with Pond that
God did not want her friend to
suffer abuse and that He was
very happy when she left the
abusive relationship. Where we
disagree is that she seems to
think the Bible, a book l believe
to be divinely inspired by God,
said abuse was OK.
God has never and will never
support abuse. He only supports
love. I believe that all who read
the Bible, and read all of its verses within the context of the
entire collection of books, will
fi nd this to be true.
Audrey Ferguson
junior
Murray

Recycling could be
newest campus trend
I wanted to let the readers of
T he Murray State News know
about a wave that's sweeping
across campus.
It's quite encouraging, really,
because it's student led. It's
being initiated by the motivation
and enthusiasm of students who
care, students who know it'll
make a difference. It's something
we, as Murray State students,
can control. It's eYen expanding
into the residential colleges - it's
recycling.
The Student Government
Association, Facilities Manage·

ment and the Center for Environmental Education arc putting
their heads together to increase
recycling efforts on campus, and
they're asking for our help.
If you're interested in the
health of our campus. if you give
a lick about what we're leaving
for future generations or if you
feel the least inclination to do
something productive, please
join us.
Jenny Howard
graduate student
Murray

Editorial interpreted
text, verses correctly
I recently read Carrie Pond's
commentary "Submission not
necessary for marriage to work."
I just want to say the commentary was very well written,
shared some more important
insights and hopefully helped
many persons see the problems
that arise when certain Biblical
perspectives are narrowly interpreted. The truth is the apostle
Paul, presumed author of the
Ephesians passage in which the
submission text lies, would
never condone what has sometimes been done to women vis-avis that text The truth is, if one
puts the submission passage in
its proper context in Ephesians,
you find a whole different understanding.
.
I've been a pastor for 35 years
and have done much with relationship counseling. I've seen
many lives wrecked and marriages fractured by men and

women who bnught into that
unchecked perspective. I've also
been married 35 years and have ._,
wife who is her own independent. most professionally capable and astute woman. My life
and our m:~rri:tge are much bet;
tcr bel':lllsc she i!> allowed to be
herself and find how God wants
her to function in life's arenas. ~
I do appreciate that while
questioning this narrow inter·
pretation of scripture, Pond
went on to reveal a personal
understanding that God is at
work in our lives and situations.
Pond diJ tlutt by sharing the
experience of one of her best
friends and snid. ''God did not
want her to let him torture her
[...1God would have wanted her
to stand up for herself.''
Thanks for helping others see
our God of love doe~ care about
us and is ever nt work to help our
lives be joyful and fulfilling.
Richard Smith
Scninr Pastor
First United Methodist Church
Murray

Write to us
The MurrJ\ State News welcomes commentaries and letters to
the editor. Letters should be 300
word-; or lc.<.s und mwa be sigped.
Contributors should inqlude
addresse~ ;111u phone numbers for,
\erific3tion. Please include hometoYm. claJ;sifie<ttion. title or relation<.hip to the University.
Commcntnncs should be limited
to 500 words. The Mwray Stare
New\ resene'> the right to edit for
-.t) le. length .md l'Ontent.
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President connects through hoops
Students relate to Alexander on court

In My

opinion

Howard
Dillard Jr.
"ANYTIME

I

RUN INTO
ALEXANDER,

HE IS QUICK
TO SAY HELLO

AND ASK HOW
MY LIFE AND
CLASSES ARE

GOING."

Many university presidents aren' t often recognized by students of their
respective
universities
when in public, everyday
situations, but there are
always a few who stand out
among the masses.
Our own University President F. King Alexander is
one of those standout presidents. Maybe some do not
know him, but there are
many students who recognize him as a friend or
acquaintance when passing,
him on campus or in the
community. He is seen by
students a unique and caring individual.
During his years at Murray State as president,
Alexander has interacted
with students in many different ways, but particularly when it comes to playing
sports. It takes a rare university official, especially
in the position of president,

to be comfortable and able
to join in a pick-up basketball game with college students. Alexander isn' t
afraid to jump in and play
with former college basketball players, students who
played in high school or the
average student playing a
casual game with friends.
Skills or no skills, Alexander will play just as hard no
matter what and often hold
his own.
Why does he jump in
with students and play?
Some will say he is only
doing it to get attention or
to look good in the public
eye, but he is actually a
good basketball player. He
knows what he is doing out
there on the floor.
I was really surprised
when I saw him for the flrst
time on the basketball
court, but he is a skilled
player and a good person.
Alexander not only knows

basketball, but also the students with whom he plays
on a first-name basis.
As far as I am concerned,
from playing basketball for
most of my life and coaching for five years, I have
never seen a person of
higher ordinance play basketball with those not on
the same "level" as him.
To me, Alexander is an
ordinary person, who, just
like me. loves the game of
basketball and plays hard
every time he steps out
onto the court.
Alexander is friendly
with students off the court
as well. Anytime I run into
Alexander, he is quick to
say hello and ask how my
life and classes are going.
His genuine interest is what
raises him to a level above
most officials.
He will also do anything
he can to help a student
succeed. After getting to

know Alexander on the basketball court, I asked him to
help me in applying to
graduate school by writing
a letter of recommendation.
Not only did he agree to
write the letter, he hand
delivered it to me at the
wellness center.
I wish more University
officials would feel able to
drop the stone face and
freely interact with students in a natural way as
often as Alexander does. I
wish more officials were to
show his real dedication to
Murray State students.

Howard Dillard Jr., is a
senior political science
major from Clinton.
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Entertainment not highest purpose of reality TV
In My
Opinion

''REALITY

TV IS

NOT

ME~LY

ENTERTAINMENT,

IT'S A SOCIAL
rnSTRUMENT:,,

You know you do it.
Just like many other college students, you gather
your friends on the futon
once, twice or three times
per week and indulge in a
big helping of reality TV.
Maybe it's a guilty pleasure, maybe it's a healthy
obsession, but for whatever
reason, we tune our TV sets
to the likes of "American
Idol," "The Bachelorette"
and "The Apprentice" week
after week.
On any given night, you
can walk down residential
college halls and see students with their doors open
and a crowd of friends surrounding the television.
The TV lounges of these
residential colleges are
often filled with students
. watching as contestants vie
for our affections, whether
it be on a stage or on an
island. These people are all
after their 15 minutes of
fame, and college students

gladly let them have it.
While I was waiting for
the speaker to begin at a
lecture on campus this
week, I overheard two students behind me discussing
the previous night's happenings on "American
Idol." Another girl from
two seats down chimed in,
"Are you guys talking about
'Idol?'" and the conversation went from there.
They discussed each individual contestant on the
show and what seemed like
every performance they
had given. They made fun
of each of the judges, even
going so far as sharing their
impressions of the notori·
ous Simon Cowell.
These students, who I
don't believe had ever spoken before, were sharing a
laugh thanks to a cheesy
TV show. That is why I
believe reality TV is not
merely entertainment. it's a
social instrument. You can

start up a conversation with
anyone about nearly any
reality show, because we all
have a general knowledge
of the programs. .
Guys, that girl you see in
the elevator of Faculty Hall
everyday and don't have
the guts to talk to, why not
mention how shocked you
were at the "Bachelorette's"
decision on the final
episode? There's a pretty
good chance she has some
sort of opinion about it.
Even if she tells you she
doesn't watch it, you've
broken the ice.
Girls, we have it a little
harder.
While any guy bringing
up the topic of "The Bachelorette" at anytime is completely flne by us, asking a
guy about the last episode
of "Myth Busters" or
"American Chopper" out of
the blue and not looking
like you have a severe case
of ADD is an acquired skill.

Braille bathrooms At least someone
iD Faculty Hall
tries to keep up

•h
lg t
firom

the
horse'S
mouth. ..

2Z

•

On the doors to the bathA quick check of murrooms on the frrst floor of raystate.edu reveals the
Faculty Hall is a handy message board room wfUch
strip of Braille for the see- housed the comments
ing impaired.
printed in last week's
Interestingly enough, it is "Straight from the horse's
perhaps the only place one mouth" has been removed.
Though the message
would find Braille in the
whole building. So the sight boards, which invite parimpaired won't have to ents and potential students
worry about the embarrass- to comment, were never
ment of stepping into the checked before, at least
wrong bathroom, but they someone somewhere is trymight never find their ing to keep up.
classes. Priorities, people.
Better late than never?

Rest assured that if you try
hard enough, you can work
it in somewhere.
Speak up while you can,
reality TV lovers. Summer,
the season of reruns, is fast
approaching and you must
act quickly if you're going
to try this method.
It won't be long until we
have another "American
Idol," we know who "America's Top Model" is and
someone wins this season's
"Survivor" and we're out of
things to talk about.
Reality TV... bringing college students together since
people "stopped being
polite and started getting
real" in 1992.

Jacqueline Jordan is a copy
editor for The Murray State
News.

St. Patrick's Day:

time for romance
Go find your ..Kiss

me,

rm Irish" T-shirt, because
St. Patrick's Day is right
around the comet. If you
thought the holiday wu
just a time to wear eve.ry
green item
in your
wardro\>e
and
pinch
friends.
family
and
s~rs for not wearing
green. you were wrong.
A visit to www.lo~
ou.com will introduce you
to a plethora of ideas to
bring a little romance to

Veggie !ales:
Meat hiatus
too difft.cult
I've already opined in this column
about my love - scratch that, obsession - for barbecue.
What I haven't told you is I have a
deep and unabiding love for all types
of meat. Cows, pigs, lambs, turkeys,
chickens and fish, my mouth waters at
their very mention.
So when I made the decision Saturday to give up meat
for a week, I suspect
I was under the
influence of a mindaltering drug administered against my
will.
I've always been
the first to proclaim
to vegetarians that I
just love meat too
much. I could never
quit my carnivorous
ways, even for a day. EUzabeth
I decided I needed
Caweln
to prove myself
wrong. Because, like my kindergarten
teacher always told me, I can do anything to which I set my mind.
So I gave up meat.
{here were no personal convictions
moving me to do this, I don't have
concerns about animal welfare - at
least not the ones I eat. Take care of
your dogs and cats, but cows? Pigs?
Chickens? Even your more obscure
animals are a-OK with me. Kill it,
cook it and serve it up, I can pretty
much guarantee rll at least try it once.
Despite this, I was armed with a
burning desire to see my willpower
triumph over temptation. Thus began
my quest.
Day one. Brunch at Cracker Barrel
flnds me substituting bacon with grits.
I'm surviving. For dinner, cheese
Bagel Bites from Fast Track. Dessert
is Ben and Jerry's which, by the way,
contains no meat whatsoever.
Day two. A bowl of cereal for breakfast leaves me satisfied until §!'O\l!ld 3
p.m., when I search for a snack. Find·
ing an abundance of animal carcass in
my refrigerator, I have plain cheese.
For dinner, I try the veggie sub at Subway and quickly realize one must
specify every type of pepper one does
not want on one's sub. A bag of Baked
Lays complements the lettuce sandwich nicely.
Day three. Lunch during the week
typically finds me picking up a Lunchable in Faculty Hall. I do the same on
day three, forcing myself to physically pick the meat from the tray and
chuck it, fighting back the urge to lick
my flllgers. After consuming my second bag in two days, I think I might be
falling in love with Baked Lays. For
dinner, I decide the flve-minute wait
for a veggie burger in Winslow is too
long and opted for soup and a salad.
Day four. My frrst sign of cracking. I
decide to let myself eat fish, because
the Catholics do. I enjoy a hearty
serving of tuna and crackers for lunch.
My frrst concession only leads to
another, though, and the meat hiatus
comes to a screeching halt in the middle of Winslow, met with the same
fate as the late, great Mama Cass: a
ham sandwich.
So I couldn't do it. So I cracked
under the pressure of deli meats. So I
can't go more than four days without
consuming animal carcass.
There are a lot of things in this
world I was never meant to be, like
president, a circus mime or a Republican. I guess we can add vegetarian to
that list, and it's OK with me.

Elizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor
for The Murray State News and can be
contacted at ecawein@thenews.org.

your St. Pa~• Day.

Romance? That's ript.
romance. Maybe JCIQ.-'t
realize tbillftlhUilldtb gel•
ebration II rhlly J1llt
Valentme's Day Part 2.
Am<mg the actrice slVera

were the ron~ tl4b~Q,
punctuated wttb more
exclamation po~tl •than
would ever be~· .

"If a suq>rise l'OJDIJld¢
evening II in store ~of.,_
love. why • iead 1be way
with Hershey's Gotden
NuSPf CIU\dy'st
"Give a beautiful teep..
sake lit\ with a little Irish

charm, a crystal pendant
for them to catcl\ their own

rainbows!"
You can also browse
through St. Patrick's Day
poetry to surprise your
neetheart on Thursday, or
d,teck QUt a few creative
date Ideas involving the
qolor du jour or stereotypes
of Iriah culture like beer
and lucky charms.
lQrnethins humor~

sm.

~

or outrCJBfnl on
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Survey results show lack of seat belt usage on campus
Carrie Pond
Assistant News Editor
cpond(Odthenews.org

The student chapter of the
American Society of Safety
Engineers' survey shows
high percentages of Murray
State students, faculty and
staff are not using cross·
walks or ""'caring seat belts.
The group conducted two
surveys, one regarding
crosswalk usage near Five
Points and another that
examined seat belt usage.
According to a document
provided by David Fender,
assistant professor of occu·
pational safety and health
and adviser for the Universi·
ty chapter of the ASSE, students found 88 pen.ent of
the pedestrians ncar the Five
Points area crossed the road
illegally.
The survey results showed
49.6 percent of people
observed were not properly
restrained. This number of

photo illustration by Erin Cummins/The News

BuckUng a seat belt before starting a car takes only a
few seconds but could save a life in an accident.
non-compliance is high com- were jaywalking. and that's
pared to state and national not very safe," he said.
Fender said students
averages. Sixty-two percent
of Kentucky residents wear picked several locations on
and
observed
their scat belts and 80 per- campus
cent of people nationally whether or not the occupants of vehicles were propwear seat belts.
"As you can see, the cross- erly restrained.
walk usage was extremely
"They didn't count those
low, which means people leaving the lots, so it wasn't
•

Ashley Robbins, junior
from McQuady and president of ASSE, said a group
member gave them the idea
to do crosswalk and seat belt
usage surveys.
One result Robbins found
interesting was that 89 percent of the time. if a driver
was properly restrained, the
passengers were also properly restrained.
"That showed us that if we
can get drivers to get their
seat belts on. we can get passengers to as well," she said.
Robbins said she was surprised by the results.
"We were way below average, and that did shock us,"
she said. "That was kind of
upsettin~;. We showed the
results to Public Safety to
see what they wanted to do."
David DeVoss. director of
Public Safety, said he considers the surveys useful.
"I wouldn't say I was
shocked or surprised, but the
numbers were unexpected,"

like the people were going to
buckle up a little bit down
the road," he said. "These
were people who had had
their seat belt off for the
entirety of their trip."
Fender said a possible
cause for such a low number
is that the 'majority of people
on campus are in the age
group of 18 - 24.
"The group with the low·
est seat belt usage nationally
is 18 - 24-year-olds, so obviously that's a good part of it,"
he said. ''The faculty and
staff were quite a bit higher.
The results also showed that
females w.c re more likely to
be restrained than males.
''The University has a
much lower seat belt usag<::
rate than Kentucky, which
has one of the lower rates in
the nation," Fender said. "I
was surprised to sec it as low
as it was. I expected it to be
lower because of the age but
I didn't expect it to be that
low."

he said. "We thought there
would be higher compliance."
DeVoss said Public Safety
tries to alert students on the
importance of all types of
road safety by organizing
traffic safety checkpoints,
campaigns and routine stops.
"We don't stop (a person)
for not wearing their seat
belt, but we do issue citations for that when we stop a
vehicle for another offense,"
he said.
DeVoss said crosswalks
are there for pedestrian safety.
"In 2004, we had four
pedestr ians that were hit by
a vehicle, and that's four too
many," he said. "We'd like to
see that number reduced.
The best thing we can do is
urge (pedestrians) to continue to use the crosswalks,
because it is extremely dangerous not to. It is much
safer to use the marked
cros:,-walks."

Two international students fall victim to Internet banking scams
Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
mkiCcoyne@thencws.org

When Thippawan Jittiwasurat
checked her account balance
online and discovered a $500 with·
draw, she realized she had been the
victim of an Internet banking scam.
Jittiwasurat, graduate student
from Thailand, said her first
thought was of purchases she made
online with her debit card. However, she had forgotten an e-mail she
received from what she thought
was Region's Bank.
"I got an e-mail from Region's
Bank saying they were updating in
the process of changing from

Union Planter's to Region's Bank,"
she said.
The e-mail Jittiwasurat received
contained the logo of Region's
Bank and it appeared to be from
someone at the bank's Web
address. Because of the explana·
tion provided, she did not give a
second thought to answering questions on the link provided.
When the bank's customer service department began asking
about Jittiwasurat's online activities, she remembered the e-mail.
''I hurried to the bank because I
saw the e-mail transaction and felt
something not good because I did
not use my card then," she said. ''If
SOJl!eOnc asked my information. I

..

would not tell them. I thought this
was from the bank, so I trusted it."
}ittiwasurat
withdrew
the
remainder of the funds from the
account at Region's Bank after
learning of the withdraw. Because
her account was secured, Jittiwasurat received the $500 back after a
few weeks.
After receiving the rest of her
money, she opened a new account
at a different bank. She said the
new account is more secure.
Jittiwasurat said she advised
other customers to be cautious.
"Do not give out any information
because the bank won't send an email," she said. "They will call the
customer. The bank already has

the important information."
Narija Veerecrat, graduate student from Thailand, was also a victim of an Internet scam but different circumstances surrounded the
two thefts from her checking
account at Region's Bank. She realized the theft when she tried to use
an ATM machine but discovered a
negative balance.
Veereerat said she did not know
how her account information was
obtained because she never
received an e-mail requesting .her
information.
She said a little
less than $500 was stolen on two
consecutive days in early February.
After a few weeks, the bank

Hungry Bear

reimbursed Veereerat for the lost
money because her account was
insured.
According to a flier Public Safety
Capt. Larry Nixon provided, people commonly use e-mail requests
to scam bank customers. He said
the e-mail will often use bank logos
and request account information
by saying the bank is upgrading.
He said the e-mails will often
stress the importance of respond·
ing quickly.
"Do not respond to Internet
requests fo r your banking information," he said. "If you need to contact your bank, do so only by telephone, using a number you know
belongs to the bank."
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First April Fools AIRBAND
Contest 6-9p.m., April 1
Grab a few fri ends and pick a song
of your choice and be prepared to
show us how you would perform on
stage. Cash pri zes will be awarded to
the top 3 acts!
Brad Solomon, Event Coordinator
200 S. 4th St. • Murray • 759·5648

OPEN 6 DAYS
A WEEK
closed on Wednesdays

1310 Main St.

753-7641
" Good Food & Fun for Everyone"

UK

UNIVERSITY
OF KENTUCKY

If Your Summer

REMEMBER HOW HELPFUL YOUR FIRST YEAR LEADER WAS?
COME BE A PART OF THIS EXCITING PROGRAM!

REQUIREMENTS:

Attend Summer
Sessions

•Must have completed 30 hours by the end of the Spring 2005 semester
•Must currently have at least a 2.5 CPA •Must have excellent communication skills
•Must enroll in CUI 25 1 for credit or audit
Applications are available from your College Head, the Student Affairs Office,
or download from the Murray State Web site as a link from the Student Affairs site:

http://www.murraystate.edu/secsvldirector.htm

May 13 ·June 10
and/or

APPLICATION DEADLINE: A1ARCH 17. 2005

June 12 ·August 7

Must be turned in to 'your College Head and must sign up for an interview time. Your College Head will conduct interviews from March 28 - April 8

Call Kat at
(800) 432-0963 to
(859} 257-3382
for class schedules.
'..
.-

.

"':

..

Or your College Head:

For more information contact:
Paula Hulick @ 762-5344 or paula.hulick@murraystate.edu
Mike Young @ 762·6831 or mike.young@murraystate.edu

The

News.org
...

Clark - Steve Horwood @ 2802 or steve.horwood@murraystate.edu
Elizabeth - Bob Valentine @ 5487 or bob.valentine@murraystate.edu
Springer - Franklin - Ken Bowman @ 6932 or kenneth.bowman@murraystate.edu
Hart - Ann Landini @ 2717 or ann.landini@murraystate.edu
Hester - Gina Claywell @ 5486 or gina.claywell@murraystate.edu
Regents - Squire Babcock @ 2105 or squire.babcock@murraysrate.edu
Richmond - OUver Muscio @ 6597 or oliver.muscio@murraystate.edu
White - Bonnie Higginson @ 32?5 or bonnie.higginson@coe.murraystate.edu
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Students perform
play about hate
Phillip Dishon
Assistant College Life Editor
pdishon@thenews.org

photos by Rid,)' Agostini I he New5

Nathan Futrell, sophomore from Mayfield, and Anna Pearce, sophomore
from Paducah, perform as one of the couples going to Matthew Shepard's funeral in 'The Laramie Project.'

In October 1998, University
of Wyoming student Matthew
Shepard was robbed and brutally beaten by two assailants
who left him for dead on a
country road in Laramie,
Wyoming. Shepard died six
days later.
The
21-year-old's
only
"crime" was being homosexual.
Thursday night, the Murray
community saw the effect one
man's murder had on the world
as the department of theatre
and dance presented "The
Laramie Project."
"It is a play about hate and
how devastating hate is," Lissa
Graham-Schneider, assistant
professor of theatre and dance,
said. "I think it brings to ligtit
how important tolerance is and
understanding. It is hate that
killed Matthew Shepard, but
the violence done to him was
not the only violence that came
from his brutal torture and
murder.
·'Many lives were permanently altered, some destroyed
(because) the repercussions
that surrounded his beating,"
she said. "The show demonstrates the destructive nature
of hate, but it also shows the
power of love and forgiveness
and (the town's) ability to
heal."
Graham-Schneider
said
Moises Kaufman and members
of the New York-based Tectonic Theater Project wrote the
play. The group made six trips
to Laramie, and conducted
more than 200 interviews with
people in the town.
"From these · interviews, as
weU as their own experiences,
Kaufman and the Tectonic
Theater members (constructed) a deeply moving theatrical
experience," Graham-Schneider said.
"The Laramie Project" has
been performed across the

nation since it debuted in February 2000.
Graham-Schneider, who has
tried to have the play performed at Murray for nearly
three years, said the department decided to do the show as
a recital piece to get more students involved, while also
exposing the cast to work with
a unique form of theater.
"This is a very different
structure from any play we've
done in the past," GrahamSchneider said. "It's in a nontraditional structure the students have never worked in
before, and it was a perfect
piece to do as a recital. It truly
is an ensemble piece, so it's not
mine, it is (the entire cast's production)." ·
The play's large amount of
characters meant each actor
was required to take on multiple roles.
Graham-Schneider said each
actor was responsible for creating appropriate gestures and an
individual voice for nearly 10
characters each.
Christopher Reaves, senior
from Henderson, said playing
multiple roles in the production was a challenge, but it was
worth it because of how important the play is to modern society.
"I wanted to do something
that would make a difference,"
Reaves said. "I liked the message (the play) had."
Reaves said he wanted to be
involved with "The Laramie
Project" after he researched the
events surrounding Shepard's
murder.
Although Reaves was nervous about bow some campus
organizations would respond
to the play, he soon discovered
how accepting his feUow students were.
"I wasn't sure how people on
campus would take it," Reaves
said. "I've never had a problem
with homosexuality. When
I've told people what (the play)
is about, everybody has been

cast 'The
scene 'Angel ~......,n..
scene depicts Romaine Patterson and other friends of Matthew Shepard
blocking the view of anti-gay protesters picketing Shepard's funeral.
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really nice about. It's really
refreshing."
During the performance, a
slide show accompanied the
actors to help the audience further visualize the events in the
play.
"Many of the pictures arc
conceptual in nature," Lis~a
Graham-Schneider said. "Other
pictures are Jess conceptual
and are of actual events and
personalities involved in
(Shepard's murder)."
Natalie Krapansky, graduate
student from Paducah, attended the opening night performance because of the importance of the subject matter.
"I think I have a really good
sense of the sensitivity of the
issue," Krapansky said. "I hope
somebody comes to the show
knowing nothing about it, and
leaves with a deeper understanding of what the show is
about. I think (the play's message) is really pertinent."
Eric Hovis, freshman from
Madisonville, also attended the
sold·out performance on
Thursday.
Hovis said he decided to see
the play because of all of the
positive things he had heard
about it.
"I think (the play) is an
important thing to experience,"
Hovis said. "Most of the time,
the people who need to see
something like this are the ones
who would never go see it. I
just think everybody should
see (this production)."
To spread awareness of hate
crimes further to the community, the College of Humanities
and Fine Arts, in association
with the American Democracy
Project, will welcome guest
speaker Romaine Patterson to
Murray State Saturday.
Patterson, known worldwide
for her anti-hate activism, was
Matthew Shepard's best friend.
She will speak on her work to
promote an end to aspects of
modern society that advocate
hatred toward minority groups.
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This Week
• Friday
Play
7 p.m., "The Laramie
Project," free with
Racercard, $10 for
adults, $8 for faculty
and staff, 310B Wilson Hall

• Saturday
Miss Murray State
International
7:30 p.m., $10 general
admission, proceeds
will go to a scholarship and Tsunami
Relief Funds, Lovett
Auditorium

• Sunday
Self-Defense Class
4 p.m., self-defense
class for women conducted by Master
Dinh, free, 3rd floor
Large Ballroom, Curris Center

• Monday
Smoking Cessation
and Support Group
5 p.m., meeting to
discuss methods to
quit smoking, for
information call Judy
Lyle at 762-3809,
Multipurpose Room,
Student Recreation
and Wellness Center

• Thesday
Concert
7:30 p.m., Murray
Civic Music Association presents BOHOLA, an Irish band,
free with Racercard,
$20 for adults, $18 for
senior citizens, $10
for children, For
information call 7624288, Lovett Auditorium

• Wednesday
St ep Show
6 p.m., sponsored by
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., For
information
call
Brandon Manning at
678-361-6091, Lovett
Auditorium

• Thursday
Concert
8 p.m., Percussion
Ensemble concert,
free admission, Performing Arts Hall

• Marchl8
Spring Break
Last day of classes
before Spring Break

• Marchl9
Women's Rowing
8 a.m., MSU vs.
Drake University,
Kenlake, Cherokee
Park/Kentucky Lake

Artists, musicians mix
talents in campus cafe
Stephanie Salmons
Staff Writer
ssalmons@thenews.org

Music and painting formed
an entertaining union Tuesday night at the Thoroughbrewed Cafe.
With Blending Art and
Music, the Campus Activities
Board offered a new program
that turned the dimly-lit coffee shop into a stage on
which students showcased
musical and artistic talents.
Nick Garvin, vice president
of the Student Government
Association and one of the
two musicians who performed at BAM, said the idea
for the event came from the
brainstorming of a few people and a post-modern service at Hope Church in Memphis.
"Susan Green, the concert
chair for CAB, took me to her
church in Memphis and
asked if I wanted to go to a
service called 'The Stirring,"'
Garvin, senior from Murray,
said. "That is where I first
saw the use of painting and
music combined."
Garvin said CAB members

Hot.n

"It's calm and relaxing,"
Renfrow said. "You don't
have to think about what's
due tomorrow or what tests
you have at the end of the
week. It's an escape from the
academic world."
Renfrow said she would
like to see more events like
BAM on campus because the
atmosphere of the coffee
shop and the relaxed, friendly
community allows a place
where people with shared
interests can get together.
"It's just another event to
get together with people outside of class:· Renfrow said.
Garvin said he considered
the evening a success and
was pleased with the turnout
of about 50 people.
"Any time students are
having fun hanging out and
students are able to show off
their gifts and talents, (it is a
success)," Garvin said.
AJong with Garvin's performance singing and playing
the guitar was vocalist Lane
Davis, freshman from Bardwell, and artist Phil Jones,
senior from louisville, who
painted a portrait of the two
while they were performing.

JanetRobb
College Life Editor
jrobb@thenews.org

Students got a taste of
Warped Tour 2005 when
Greeley Estates performed
Saturday at The Stables.
The band is one of more
than 50 groups perfonnirtg in
this year's Warped Tour,
which will be in 25 states and
four Canadian provinces.
Greeley Estates came to
Murray State after its manager contacted Day I Dread, a
local band, and decided to
stop by since the group was
passing through on the way
to Nashville.
Peter McColl, member of
Day I Dread, said Greeley
Estates coming to Murray
was a last minute occurrence.
"Their management got
into contact with us and they
happened to be passing
through," he said. ''It just so
happens they are going to be

Michael Mclaurinel7he News

D allas Smith, guit arist for Gr eeley Estates, performs at
The Stables Sa turday to a crowd of cheering r ock fans.
During the summer, the band will tour the nation with
more than SO other bands as part ofWarped Tour 2005.
on Warped Tour this year, so as well as the other bands
they are a bigger-scaled which played Saturday.
band."
"We had a day off so we
McCoil said bringing them were like, there's a college
to campus is a good way to (here), might as well play and
get Day I Dread's name out, have fun," Josh Applebach,

Enn Cummins/The New~

Phil J ones, senior from Louisville, p aints th e performing
musicians at Thoroughbrew ed Cafe T u esd ay.
"We're all gifted in differ- for BAM is to show students
ent ways. whether it be in art, there are many ways to
writing, relational, whatev- express themselves.
er," Garvin said. "Ifyou don't
Students interested in peruse it, the world's missing forming in <I BAM event
out."
should contact Nick Garvin
He said one of the reasons in the SGA Office at 762-6951.

S~oge

bass player for Greeley
Estates, said.
The five-member band
based out of Phoenix formed
two years ago with then
roommates Dallas Smith, guitar, and Ryan Zimmerman,
vocals.
.
"(Ryan) and I decided to
try out being a band so we
kinda stared writing music
over the phone while he was
home for the summer," Smith
said. "When he came back,
his friend Brandon (Hackenson) moved down with him
to Phoenix and we started
playing together."
He said the group started
off as a joke but it took off.
"Kids started catching on.
and (it) went on from there,"
said Zimmerman. •
Hackenson, guitar and
vocals, said members Josh
Applebach and Brian Champ,
drums,
joined
Greeley
Estates six months ago after
the group went through sev-

•

cral bass players and drummers.
Zimmerman said the group
plays melodic post hard-core
music about relationships.
"They're not all happy
songs but we try to do positive songs,'' he said. "Just different issues in positive
ways."
Josh Applebach said the
group has received good
reactions to its musk from
people, even those who aren't
into the band's style.
''For the most part, we get a
lot of compliments from people that aren't generally into
our style of music," he said.
"(But) they end up saying
(they) would never really listen to music like this but
(they) really enjoyed the
show and (they) had a good
time."
To hear sound clips of Day
I Dread or Greeley Estates
visit dayldrcad.com and
greeleyestates.nct.
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• New Scrapbooking Supplies
• Dottie Potts Pottery Creations
• Handbag Nightlights & Lamps
• uGoArounds" For Your Heels &
Toes ... Covered by Bowsl

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

Mon. -nus.
8 a.m. • 10 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Closed Su'ldly

hope students will like this
unique mix of art and music
and the program will continue as long as students express
an interest.
"Any time you give students the opportunity to
show their gifts. it benefits
the campus and student
body," Garvin said.
Scott Ellison, junior from
St. Charles, Mo. and SGA
treasurer, said the evening
met his expectations and
CAB is trying to make it a
monthly occurrence.
Ellison said an event of this
nature brings students on
campus closer together
because the coffee shop
offers a small, private atmosphere.
He said CAB would like to
get more students to attend
and more artists involved if
the program takes place
again.
"Combined with the atmosphere of the coffeehouse and
the talents of our artists, it
makes for an extraordinary
event," Ellison said.
Laurie Renfrow, senior
from Utica. said she BAM
exceeded her expectations.

Warped Tour's Greeley Estates rocks the Stables
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Behind the scenes at Murray State, a group of busy
workers are making countless decisions that affect the
students of the University.
Often, the work of the Student Government Association goes unnoticed.
"SGA governs the student
body," said Jessica Reed,
president of the SGA and
senior from Gilbertsville.
"It is the officially organized body governing all
students and student organizations."
SGA's mission is simple:
to promote the welfare,
growth and development of
student life in an environment of academic excellence, to represent the students in all phases of academic effort and to provide a
means of promoting cooperative efforts for the general welfare of the University community.
To fulfill this purpose, the
SGA is divided into four
main branches: the Senate,
Campus Activities Board,
Judicial Board and the Residential College Association.
"Each of these is under
the uml>rella of the SGA,"
Reed said. "The president,

I
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vice-president, who is also
the president of CAB, secretary, treasurer and RCA
president comprise the
executive council."
Each of the four branches
has specific tasks it is
responsible for performing.
"Our Senate hears issues
concerning the student
body and acts as a liaison to
the
administration
to
improve the campus community," Reed said. "CAB is
in charge of student programming, Judicial Board
hears judicial matters and
the RCA deals with issues
surrounding the residential
college housing and programming."
Students elect the executive officers and senators.
"We have three types of
senators," said Reed. "They

are the senators-at-large,
academic college senators
and residential college senators."
The entire student population votes for the senators-at-large, the academic
colleges choose their own
senators and each residential college elects its own
senator.
Senator positions will be
up for grabs in April when
the SGA holds its annual
elections.
"Students wishing to be
involved with the Senate
should submit their application," Reed said. •
In addition to the Senate
positions, there are 10 Judicial Board positions and 14
CAB chairs.
"We also have positions
open throughout the year
through CAB," Reed said.
"Cabbies, as we call them,
help our appointed CAB
chairs with events sponsored by CAB."
The
SGA
provides
numerous opportunities for
students to lead and serve,
and most positions are open
to all students with a GPA
of at least 2.0.
Jordan Smith, senator at
tarrge and freshman from
Senath, Mo., went through
the interview process and
was voted in by the entire

9

senate through a general
election, before filling a
vacant spot.
"Being in SGA has bc~n a
great asset to me both
scholastically and socially,"
Smith said. "I feel like I
have gotten to know more
Murray State faculty and
administration, along with
working and helping alongside other SGA members."
Smith said he and the
other SGA members are
working hard to try to make
Murray State Kentucky's
leading university.
Jeanie Morgan, coordinator of SGA, said the SGA
members arc enjoyable to
work with and "outstanding" individuals.
"I simply enjoy being
with the students," Morgan
said. "I love their enthusiasm, their creativeness, and
the way that they do things.
They keep me young."
If interested in joining
SGA, applications can be
picked up in the SGA Office
located on the fust floor of
the Curris Center
The meetings are at 5 p.m.
every Wednesday in the
Curris Center Barkley
Room.
For more information
about SGA and available
positions visit www.msusga.com.

Staff Report
Tuesday was the first day
of the Kentucky National
Second Biennial exhibition
at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery.
The exhibition, held on
the sixth floor of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, features 26 artists from across
the country.
Each artist's work reflects
a different style ranging
from contemporary to traditional.
Sarah Henrich, director
of Murray State Unh·crsity
gaJleries, said the Kentucky
National is a nationwide
juried art exhibition, and
the artists were hand
selected to show their
work.
u(Wc choose) based upon
sizes and tried to create an
institute which is harmonious," Henrich said. "The
nice thing about this show
is we arc showcasing art
from around the nation."
Saturday there will be an
artists' reception at 7 p.m.
At the reception an a\\'ard
for best of show will be presented to one of the visiting
artists.

courtesy oi
Clara M. c.lgle Gallery
Sculpture by Martin
Brie f fro m Virginia. Brief
is o ne of the 26 artist s
fe ature d a t the Clara M .
Ea gle Gallery.
"(It's) a monetnry award
for the artist who wins best
of show,'' Henrich said.
"Along with it comes the
opportunity for that artist
to have a one-person show
at the gallery."
Second and third-place
prizes will also be awarded
she said. These are also
monetary.
The exhibit ends April 1.
Admission to all shows are
free and open to the public.

- - - - - -This Week iD. Entertainment- - - - - - • Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

I. 0
Omarion
2. Genius Loves Company
Ray Charles
3. American I diot
Green Day
4. The Documentary
The Game
S. The Beekeeper
Tori Amos

L The Pacifier

L Honeymoon
James Patterson and Howard
Roughan
2. Boulevard of Broke n 2. Saw (widescreen)
2. The Broker
Dreams
3. Shar k Tale (pan and John Grisham
Green Day
scan)
3. The Da Vinci Code
3. Let Me Love You
Dan Brown
Mario
4. Shark Tale (widescreen) 4. The Five People You
4 . HowWeDo
Meet in Heaven
The Game featuring 50 Cent
S. Saw (pan and scan)
Mitch Alborn
S. Disco Inferno
1
5.
Prince of Fire
SO yent
Daniel Siiva

2. Be Cool
3. Hitch

4. Diary of a Mad Black
Woman
S. Million Dollar Baby

Source: Billboard.com

I. Candy Shop
50 Cent featuring Olivia

Source: movieslnytimes.com

• Books

• DVD

Source: Billboard.c.om

Interested in attending
graduate school for your Ph.D.?

I. The Notebook

Source; Billho.ml.com

• Web site

glaad .org
GLAAD stands for the
Gay and Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation. This
Web site is dedicated to
promote accurate representation of people and events
in the media to eliminate
homophobia and discrimi~ut;o~ based on 11 ~)nd~{()
tdenttty and sexual 61f!~tat
tion. Visit the site to see
Source: nyt1mes.com how you can help.

What's your scholarship?

The McNair Scholars Program can help you get ahead of the competition!
'

The McNair Program prepares MSU students in all disciplines to be successful by
providing the following services:

• A paid, faculty-meotored undergraduate research, scholarly. or creative project.

• Free ORE preparation workshops, tutoring and personal assistance.

• Free trip ro visit graduate programs and schools.

• Special graduate school application fee waivers.

Eligibility requirements and an application form can be found onli ne at:

http:Ucampus.murraystate.edulservjces/ursalmcnair
For more information, call 762-5042,
or visit the McNair office located at 400N Applied Science
Building.

APPLICATION DEADLINE:

Friday,April 8,2005

Program funded by the
U.S. Departmellt of

Find your scholarship opportunities
at our re-launched Scholarship Channel.
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Sports F.ditor: Nathan Clinkenbeard
Assistant Sports Editor: Brittany Renfro
Phone: 762-4481

Spring breeze
causes outbreak
in baseball fever
1 will admit I check Wcather.com
on a daily basis.
The weather in Murray changes as
much as Michael Jackson's nose, and
it's really starting to irritate me. It's
March and I expect cool spring days
of upper 50s and lower 60s, but these
days are hard to come by.
This last weekend was a pleasant
one for the first time in who knows
when. I mean there was actually sunshine on a Sunday. However, Friday
had this particular feel to it hard to
describe to a non-baseball fan.
Feeling the cool air, wearing shorts
and a T-shirt, even smelling the air
reminded me of baseball. For some
it's spring fever, for me it's baseball
fever. The major league teams are in
spring training at the moment, but
college baseball is well underway.
Walking
on
campus, thinking
about baseball, I
knew I had to go
sec some of the
'Brcds
game
against Wright
State either Saturday or Sunday.
Even if my schedule only allowed
for me to sec a
couple batters or
an inning I didn;t
Nathan
care. I needed Clinkenbeard
baseball or I was
Sports Editor
going to die.
I was fulfilled this weekend by
catching a glimpse of the second
game of the doubleheader against
Wright State. I made it a point to
swing by Reasan Field when I was
out for my run to check out an inning
of a game the 'Breds would eventually win 4-0.
For me. growing up in Cincinnati,
baseball is a part of my blood. So
even though I wasn't watching a professional team like the Reds, I was
still able to hear the crack of the bat,
the snap of the catcher's mitt and feel
satisfied.
Besides, if anyone hasn't noticed,
our baseball team is off to a hot 8-4
start. To put that in perspective. last
year's team started off 2-14. The
'Breds would not win its seventh
game tiU March 31.
The team comes back to Murray
for three games against Akron after
destroying Arkansas-Little Rock for
two days. Our 'Breds outscored
UALR 22-1 in the two wins.
The baseball, for the most part, has
been good and full of wins at Reagan
Field. Craig Kraus and Billy Fares are
a combined 5-l, and the team has beat
the likes of Missouri and Southern
Illinois.
I have not watched much college
baseball in my days, but watching
what I could Saturday felt good and
made me appreciate the weather.
Spring days should be enjoyed outside. not wasted watching television
or fooling around on the Internet.
Our baseball team is certainly
enjoying the nice days outside. We
should head over to Reagan Field and
join them.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor of The Murray State News, e-mail
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org
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Quiet Storm members and fans celebrate the team's intramural basketball championship over Hart College.
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Quiet Storm wins title ... agam
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thent.>ws.org

T he intramural basketball season came to a
close Monday night as
one team captured its
fourth tournament title in
a row, while the other
team won by piecing
together a group unfamiliar with competition.
In the women's tournament final, held in Racer
Arena, Quiet Storm beat
the women from Hart
College 37-35.
This
·was
the
fourth-straight title for
Quiet Storm, and team
captain Nicole DeFreeze,
senior from Bowling
Green, was thankful her
team ended the season on
top of the league.
"We were really lucky
to pull that one out in
such a close game,"
DeFreeze sajd. "We really
take intramurals seriously, and it's truly a blessing
we have won four years
in a row. We also have to
give Hart credit. They
really came out hard and

A Bullhorn Bandits player makes a move toward
the basket as Franchise and the fans look on.
gave us a real battle."
With Hart College
down by a point, Q11iet
Storm committed a foul
to send a Hart player to
the free-throw line with
13 seconds left in the
game. The Hart player
made the first, tying the

game, but missed the second.
Quiet Sturm hurried the
ball down the court and
after several passes,
Defreczc found Shameka
Dial, from Murray, for the
game-winning layup.
''Our plan was to hold

the ball. but our guard
brought the ball down
qukkly because of her
speed," DcFreeze said.
"She got trapped in the
corner and found me with
a pass. 1 had a shot, but
Shameka was wide open
and she hit the layup."
DeFreeze is confident
Quiet Storm will be back
next year for a run at a
fifth title.
"I could be here next
year, but hopefully it will
continue on," DeFreeze
said. "Four years is really
good, and we want to
come back next ye:lr.''
Following a nail-biter
tinish from the women.
the men's game was
decided early in the second hal f. Two independent teams. Franchise and
the Bullhorn Bandits, met
with Franchise taking the
championship 47-42.
Franchise had a threepoint halftime lead, 18-15,
but the Bandits only got
as close as one point in
the second half. Franchise
pushed the lead out to
seven at 28-21 with 12:42
remaining. while the Ban-

dits could not manage a
run to significantly cut
into the lead.
Part of rhe rt.:ason Franchise put the game out of
reach was 10 second -half
points scored by team
captain Justin Grooms.
GrOI)JDS, graduate student from Princeton,
played high school bas...
ketball
for Caldwell
County and was the initiator of Fr,mchise.
"We've all played
together, but this was the
first time we played in
competition,"
Grooms
said. "All of us play pickup games <Ill the time."
Franchise and the Bandits were independent
teams in separate lc.tgucs
and never faced each
other until thl' title gamt:.
"We saw (the Bandits)
play the Beavers Wednesday night," Grooms said.
"We knew they had a
bunch of guards who
could shoot ."
As basketball ended ,
volleyball started this
week, with socc er ;md
residential college golf on
the way for spring season.

Miami of Ohio tennis squad no match for Racers
BobHengge
Staff Writer
bhengge@thenews.org

The Murray State women's tennis team evened
its record at 3-3 with an
upset victory over Miami
University Sunday in
Paducah.
The heavily-favored
RedHawks came into the
match riding the momentum of a five-match winning streak, but were halted by an impressive performance by the Racers.
The women began the
day by sweeping the dou-

bles matches. earning the
doubles point.
Even though the Racers
swept, none of the matches came easily, as not a
single match was a
blowout.
Freshman
Whitney
Robards, a member of the
No. 3 doubles team. hopes
the upset win over the
RedHawks can help spark
much needed momentum
going into Ohio Vallt.•y
Conference play.
"It was a really good
win for us," Robards said.
"We were not supposed
to win, and pulling off the

upset just shows how Leda Pesatova and Remy
hard and \vell Wt.' played Swain 8-6.
as a team. We all pbyed
Senior Jaclyn Leeper
so hnrd, every match was and Robards won at No. 3
really hard fought, and we doubles over Victoria
hope that with this win Pulido and Nancy Wiewe can continue to play gand 8-6.
up to the high level of
Leeper. in her homepotential we know we as town, played in the day's
a team have."
deciding
match
and
Sophomores Anna and defeated Jirouskova 7-5,
Rachael I.ask won at No. I 7-6.
doubles
over
Linda
Leeper's victory gave
Jirouskova and Katrina the Racers the 4-3 upset
Lomidze 9-7 in the eight- victory. Anna and Rachel
game pro set, while Lask both took home sinsophomore Casady Pruitt gles victories as well, as
and senior Jennifer Ward the Racers finished their
won at No. 2 doubles over non-conference schedule

with a .500 mark.
Head Coach Connie
Keasling sees the win
against Miami as u <.·onfidencc booster going into
league play.
"This i:; a big win for us,
and this is the kind of
match that helps you win
championships," Keasling
said. "This shows us that
we can compete with
some of the better teams
and it builds confidence."
The Racers begin the'
OVC schedule March 19
as the women travel to
Birmingham to take on
the Samford Bulldogs.

The Sports Line •••
TV Events
Tonight: ESPN @ 8 p.m.
NCAA Basketball
Big East Tournament Semifinal

Murray State Events

Sunday: ESPN @ noon

Monday-Tuesday: Men's Golf

NCAA Basketball
ACC Tournament Final ·

Jacksonville, Fla.
North/South Jntercolkgiatc

Saturday: CBS @ 11 a.m.

Sunday: Baseball @ noon

Monday-Tuesday: Women's Golf

NCAA Basketball
Conference USA Tournament Final

Reagan Field
Akron at Murray St.

Gadsden, Ala.
JSU Bannister Classic
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Team, inqividual victory for women's golf
Brittany Renfro
Assistant Sports Editor
brenfro@thenews.org

Kicking off the seas<>n
with a first-place victory.
the women's golf team
took control in the Big
River Telephone Lady
Racer Classic Tuesday.
Senior Nikki Orazine
won with a combined
score of 156 in the tworound. 36-hole tournament.
Orazine
was
also
named Ohio Valley Conference Women's Golfer
of the Week for her performance this week.
Her victory is the second time she has held the
tournament's best score.
Senior Santie Koch followed Orazine. Koch tied
for second shooting a 159.
Head Coach Velvet
Milkman coaching her
12th season as head coach
of the women's golf team
said this week was a good
win for the team as well
as the individual accomplishments of Orazine
and Koch.
"I was very happy with
Nikki and Santie's performance," Milkman said.
"They work very hard,
and I'm very happy for
them."
Koch said she did not
play to her potential but
is happy with her finish.
~·I made a couple mistakes in the second round,
but it is a good place to
start the season," Koch
said.
The Racers closed the
first round Monday with

file photos

(Above) Senior Santie Koch, from Potgietersrus,
South Africa, eXamines her putt.
(Left) Nikki Orazine, senior from Paducah, drives
the ball during the OVC Championships last
Spring.

a score of 318 and then
tied Kentucky for the
high score in the second
round Tuesday with 331.
Murray State fmished
10 strokes ahead of second-place Kentucky with
a 649. The Wildcats finished with a team score of
659.
"We are working at getting better each time out,
and we were; that's our
goal.'' Milkman said.
"This should be a good
starting point for our next
two tournaments."
Koch said the fans who

attended the tournament
helped the team succeed.
"It was really fun to
have a lot of people there
supporting you," Koch
said. "Our coaches and
friends stood by us even
in the bad weather."
Other competing teams
were Rend Lake College.
who finished third at 693,
Austin Peay at 717, Dayton at 721, IUPUI at 737,
Tennessee State at 744.
Butler at 759 and Saiht
Louis at 763.
Junior Ilka Loubser tied
for sixth place. with a 163,

sophomore Christi Baron
tied for lith with a 172 and
sophomore
Camilla
Loeveid finished 16th
with a 174.
. Individual
golfers
included junior April
Steenbergen, who finished in eighth place with
a 164. sophomore Lauren
Hughes. who was 32nd
with a 184, and sophomore Jena Lancaster, who
was 34th with a 186.
Milkman was pleased
with the team's overall
performance and said the
weather conditions hurt
scores in the secondround.
''I was pleased with our
result," Milkman said.

"Obviously, the cold
weather played a factor in
today's
second-round
scores."
As there is much more
golf to be played this season, the team's main
focus at practice is often
on the short game.
"We all feel that short
game is. the most important part of how we play."
Koch said. ''Preparing for
each
competition
depends on who you play,
so we're getting ready for
next week's tournament."
The team's next tournament is Monday and
Tuesday at the JSU Bannister Classic in Gadsden,
Ala.

Men's golf finishes third in season-opener
Brittany Renfro
Assistant Sports Editor
brenfro@thenews.org

A tee-off at nearly 31 degrees
and two windy days did not keep
the men's golf team from a strong
finish at the Grover Page Classic.
Just eight strokes behind firstplace Belmont University, the
team was third with a total of
888. The scores for the team in
each round were 298, 292 and
298.
Tennessee-Martin, host of the
Grover Page Classic, finished
second at 884. Other competing
teams were fourth-place Southeast Missouri State, Loyola University and Southern Indiana
University.
Junior Kyle Shirley tied for
first after he shot an even par for
three rounds at 216. Throughout
the rounds, his scores were 75, 70
and 71.
"I've been working really hard
over the winter and it paid off,"
Shirley said. "I played exceptionally well and plan to keep it up
and continue winning tournaments."
Shirley was named the Ohio
Valley Conference Men's Golfer
of the Week because of his outstanding tournament.
Another strong performer for ·
Murray State was junior Jamie
Frazier, who finished fifth and
qualified for the all-tournament
team. Frazier scored a 220 overall and 75, 72 and 73 in each
round.
Freshman Jerry Price and
junior Will Cox tied for 16th at

file photo
Sophomore Michael Craft, from Paducah, chips a shot at the
Ohio Valley Conference Championships last Spring. The men's
golf team started off the season at University of TennesseeMartin with a third-place finish and next travel to Florida.
225, and sophomore Nicholas
"We had some great performances by Kyle (Shirley) and
Griffin tied for 28th with a 230.
Head Coach Eddie Hunt said Jamie (Frazier}," Hunt said. 'The
he was especially proud of his weather's been this way since we
top two performers.
started back so we haven't had

much practice in good conditions."
Shirley said the team is gradually improving, but there just has
not been much practice time.
''It's hard to prepare with the
weather being like it has,'' Shirley
said. "More than anythlng we
need to work on our mental
game, especially when we play
1
bigger teams."
The team will travel to Florida
next weekend for three tournaments in two weeks in Jacksonville, Citrus Springs and
Ocala.
"The warm • weather should
help us out and \>laying some
new teams will be interesting,"
Hunt said. "We want to play
these types of teams to ]earn."
The fust of the three tournaments is Monday and Tuesday at
the North/South Intercollegiate
in Jacksonville.
Butler Unive·rsity and Marshall
University will both play host to
the Racers this season.
Teams like University of
Rhode Island, Princeton University, University of Marquette,
Yale University, University of
Connecticut and Ball State University will join the Racers.
"These are all teams we don't
normally play," Hunt said. "Different teams and better conlpetition is exactly what we're looking
for to get ready for conference
play."
When the team returns from
the two-week trip to Florida, it
will continue the season April 45 at the Belmont Invitation in
Nashville.

Ethics critical
for outdoorsmen
·to defend sport
There is perhaps nothing much
more important to a hunter or angler
than the value of his ethics. Let's face
it, hunting and fishing are sports
where the sportsman wins and the
animal dies. Despite the fact that this
ritual has been taking place between
organisms for millions of years, it is
often looked upon with a less than
favorable attitude these days.
I don't want to go into a tirade
defending the hunting and fishing
culture. I'll simply say it has been my
experience that the fiercest opposition to the sport comes from those
most ignorant of it.
However,
it
certainly doesn't
do the sport
much good when
those who love it
most dearly, and
even choose to
make a living
from it, are seen
as being unethical. An outdoor
journalist. such
as myself, needs
to strive to be as ethical as possible.
The nature of the journalism game
is when one is doing good work,
everyone remains relatively silent.
When a writer prints something that
isn't seen so favorably in everyone's
eye, then he'll get some feedback.
Criticism, for a writer, is the
teacher of all teachers, and I appreciate every bit of criticism I get. Criticism causes a writer to tailor his
work to what the readers want to
read and, ultimately, makes him a
smarter person and a better writer.
It'll also bumble him along the way.
When I wrote an article about hopping fences to go fishing, specifically
fences in New York City, I didn't see
much wrong with it. After all, when I
was a boy in rural St. Charles, I
hopped quite a few fences to go fishing. I knew most of the farmers
around, and my father knew all of
them. Those farmers didn't have
problem with me hopping thei~
fences or slipping through their gate~
to go fishing, so long as I picked up
my trash, closed the gates and didn't
beqd any barbed wire.
Things are not necessarily the
same in other parts of the world.
When 1 was in New York. watching
largemouths bust along the surface
on the other side of a single-strand
piece of wire, I didn't think much of
stepping over it and trying to catch
them. When I was hollered at by a
police officer, I didn't think much of
stepping over it again because I didn't believe I was doing anything
wrong. I wasn't trespassing, since t
was fishing a public lake, but I was
violating a local ordinance.
Looking back on my behavior, I'm
reminded of myself when I was a
young boy, climbing fences with my
Zebco 33. ln both cases, the desire to
go fishing was strong enough to
bring out the "outlaw" in me. I
should know better now.
1t is ironic that as I was going bow
hunting and thinking about a letter to
the editor written about my ethics
last week, because a friend of mine
happened to catch four trespassers
on my hunting property. We didn't
call the game warden or anything
like that, but it did make me think.
Everyone makes mistakes, including
outdoorsmen. When mistakes are
made, the best thing to do is own up
to them and learn from them. When
outdoorsmen do this. they'll be better able to stick together and fight
the barrage of criticism often associated with their sport.

a
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Young tennis team well aware
of difficulties ahead .for 2005
DanTepe

Mea's TeliDis

Staff Writer

U~Se&c~Uie

drepe@thenews.org

M ichael Me l aurincl The News

Junior Jeff Lester, from Harrodsburg, goes to the net to return the ball in
his match against Southern Indiana's ltyan Hughes. Lester dropped the
match to Hughes 6-2, 6-2 as the Racers fell to the Screaming Eagles S-2.

'

Winning may be the name of
the game in any sport, but for
this year's men's tennis team,
the primary focus of winning
could be changed to maturing
and growing as a team.
Entering the 2005 tennis season, the team was aware of its
youth, which has hindered the
Racers' performance.
There are only two seniors
on the Racers' roster along
with three freshmen and a
sophomore.
One of the freshmen, Yuri
Pompeu, from Brazil, is beginning to adjust to college competition and the new atmosphere.
"College players are really
competitive and it was hard to
make that adjustment in the
beginning," Pompeu said. "The
players are serious about the
game."
Pompeu not only has had to
adjust internally but also to
external factors.
In Brazil, tennis is played
solely on clay courts. In the
United States. multiple sur-

fa ces arc used but most courts
are hard surface.
The Racers begin Ohio Valley Conference play Thursday
against Tennessee State and
senior Craig Jacobs knows it
will be difficult to win matches
this season.
"We're going to have to fight
in every match and be on the
same page if we're going to
have a chance," Jacobs said.
"We're trying to build up a
young team a nd get some expe-

Monday

Wednesday
$1.50 MARGARITAS
From 5 p.m. - 9 p.m:

MARTINI
MADNESS
1/2 Price Martinis

MILLER NIGHT
Bucket of Beer

2

TOE

Do you need a new hair sty le
for spring break?
· I f so, call

Becky
English
753-0304

Government Auttion· 5:.!0 ncrt·~ In
Columbia, SC ;~r~·a· I lor~· tr,ti ning f.Jl ili·
ty and other ot( rN!it'. l),lt<~ .'vtlrrh 24,
2005 Visit wW\.v,usii<IIS.govl.lU<1tonslirs
for turth<!r del.1ils.

FOR RENT
Professional offi(t• s~l(lc (~ (or rent in
Frankiort. Just ufi US 127 near 1-64.
Approximately 700 squa<l' feet on sec·
ond 1100t', pnvatc b.1th, doscts. $600
per month, Includes water/sewer, elcclric, gas. Caii502·22J-8a.2 1.

HELP WANTED
'

}olN Ttlf SOVTHWOOOS WAY AND HAvt Tli£
8l5T SUMMER Of ~OUR llfl! SouthWOt.ds is

a co-ed reidenti.tl children's camp in
•. the Adirondack Mountains of New
; York. Southwoods i~ ~kin11 ENTHUSI·
ASTIC, ENERGETIC and FUN-LOVING
• individual$ to make a positive impact on
• a child's life. P05itions are available in
the al'\'as of: cabin specialist~. athll'ti« ,
•~ outdoor adventure, creative and performing arts, water sporh and much
morel Benefits of working at South·
• woods include salary, travel, room,
board, laundry and much morel for
more information and to complete an
application plea!lf contact us www.
~thwoocb.com 1·838449·3357. We
love MSU studt'flt~l Come and continue
• the MSU legacy at Southwood\. loin
some of your fellow tlassmat~.."Mar·
tin Son, Stephanie Lawrence, Eric Wil·
son, Mary Wood~, Andrew West,
Anw1da Feii~Cr, Simon Grout, Dathan
Shflton, Timothy Dudley, Re~cca
Travis, Tl Carl'\' It, Erin B.tbb,• Justin
Roose. 8t>n Bowdm, Bill Robhon, Rtese
Torrena Trav~ West, leAnr~ West

4 p.m.- 10 p.m.

Deadline
The Murray State News will publish a to advertise
Welcome to Murray
April 1
special edition.
This issue will be in the racks
all summer and will be distributed to
students during Summer Orientation.
For more information contact the
advertising office at 762-44 78.

SALE

Sawmilln $2.f>95 -Lumh<'rM.tte-100()
& lumberlitt~:.!4 . Norwood lndu~trics
also manuf.1rturts uti lity AfV .ttl.I•. h·
nwnts, log ~kickier), iJOrt,lhlc ho.ml
edgNs and forn~try t'CJU tpnwnt.
www.norwoodlndustries.t om- I rt'(!
lnform.ttion: 1·80U·571l· l.lfi l ext.IOON

9 p.m. - close

Attention all business owners,
clubs and organizations:

Discount for M SU Students!
North on 641 on the right
near Liberty Tax.

FOR

$10

CHICAGO STYLE
PIZZA

9 p.m. - close

CAMP STAFF S~nd your wmmer
teaching girls to sad, willCburf, kayak &
more! Bear Creek Aquatic Camp,
located on scenic 160,000 acre lake
now hiring: Counselors/ lifeguards (we
can train), Boating Assistants, Waterfront Director (WSI)1 Kitchen Assistant
& Health Supervisor (EMT I RN) .
Great bent'fits, fun traditions & playful
atmosphe r e!
www.kygirlscoutcamps.org or 1·
888-771-5170 elC!. 234.
CRAFTMi\TIC Launches exciting divi·
sio~! Exciting pay p€.-r demo program
dessgncd to eam $800-$1200 + per
week! Paid lraining ~ $.!000 sign-on
bonu~. Mr. Morris 1-800-472·14.l2
Police ()(fiu•rs Train in law enforc£'ment.HS grads 17-34. Great pay, ben·
ctits. Must rl'locate. Call M-f 8()()..284-

6289
SSSSS Weekly. Usc eBay to get paid.
Get $250 in free products to start. No
inventory required. Tra1ning provided.
Clll Online Supplier ior mort• info 18()().940-4948 ext. 5320
55 Driller Traini!B Needed! Learn to

drive for Transport America in 15 days
at TA Tl No experience ncl'lled! Good

P"r ~ l_?e~cfits. _l_:866-244-3644

Are..l CDL·A Training! Job plrlC'P tncnt

asst, Cdll today to sre li yuu ~u.tllty fur
st,llt' paid tr,1ining. 800-398·9 !08

COL A Solo & Team Company Dri vl•rs,

Own(•r Operators, and School Gr.tdu·
.ues! ~0 F..t'l Co.1s1, N1'W Pii¥ P.trk.Jgi•,
Benefit~, Bonuses! C.1ll NJtlon,,l U i~·
tributors l easing 1-877-334-9£>77
Dnver· Co11enant Transport. Excellent
pay & Ben!'fit~ for expenenL't.'Cl drr\'l!rS,
0!0, Solos, Teams '" Graduate Stu·
dents. Bonuse Paid "C<'kl~·· Equal
Opportunity Emplo}·er. 888-MOI<EPAY (888-6&7-37291
Driver· 010.... ,~ew Fle<:i! Choose load!
hometime. $.2500 SIGN-m./1 Company
Driver· up to ..4cpm, home Wt'Ckly, lop

Thursday
O YSTER NIGHT
50¢ Oysters on the
Halfshell

6 Miller Lite J.,ong Necks

75¢ BUD BEER

From 6 p.m. - close

HEAD

rience before conference play
begins."
Pompeu agreed that the
team's goal this season is not to
win but to compete.
··our focus is not on winning
because we're young,'' Pompeu
said. "We need to improve and
do fairly well throughout the
season."
In their most recent match,
the men played host to Southern Indiana. Despite losing 5-2
overall, the two Racer points
were won by two of the freshmen, Pompeu and Hunter Gerlach.
Southern Indiana swept doubles to gain a 1-0 lead and then
won four of the s ix singles
matches to earn the victory.
One of the singles matches
feature d Murray's Fadi Zam jaoui against Joe Epkey, who is
currently ranked as the number
two player in the nation.
Epkey defeated Zamjaoui 6-2,
6-3, and it was his 16th consecutive singles victory.
The Racers will be on the
road for six straight matches
before returning home March
31 against Morehead State.
Tennessee State poses as the
next challenge for the men.

DrivPr, Over the m.~d . .35 states. Flat
w/sides, IJlc model conwntionab. 3
yqars expcdcm.c. $2,000 sign on
borllls. ~t.•rt .J4¢·. l ~o; mile t bendits.
Call ii!OOH44· f>646
Driv.>rs· AI u•pting

rr.J i ll<'l~!

CDL In I()

d.ws! Nn rn mcy down, Mudl.'nl finJnclng! l uiuon rt'itnhur'S<'ment av.lil. Job
pl a<cmenl as~t.

1·110{l-81Ji.{) t71 cxtA·30

IJrtVPr!J AgcnL Ownc·r Op<"rators and
Agents NrccJedl l lome WeekE'nds!
Older trucks, pl.ttes avai lable.
So 88/mile or 70% gmss. Call Maxine
at T& T I>P<hcatt'd Carri('fS, Inc., 1-80().
.)11.0082

Dnwrs- Class-A OTR Tff flatbed. Mid·
West R•'glon, good safety record, paid
orientallon & transportation, pror:luctivity bonus. r>Jid vacations/ holiday~.
Tandem Tt•.msport: 800- J46-6:;J2 ext.
140 www.t.md.<:om

Been
bv other companies?
Gi11e us a call! T&'r DedilatP<I Cmiers.
1-800.511-0082
0/0p and Comp.my DriVPrs W.tnt<'<J!
Come rlriw fflr th!! best. WF. h.l\ll' the
best pav, frt•ight, ,1nd employet'!i. Call
today! S86·29b-OJ30
Regional? Turn Hew! Exct-llent upp<•r·
tunitics and l11•neiits for mmpo~ny clri·
ver~! Miles ::.$$. CPI rcqutred. XM
R.1dio! 600-CH-DRIVE f8!X)·234-l74H
eliL 1515.1 or w"w.ctidrive.com
..Star Transport l'eeds tnCJ(pcriL'flLL'<I
drivers. Home most w<..,.•k•~d,, PL~I·rhi l t
trucks, shared tuition. Good starting
pay. Food and lor:lging providt.'<f. 1·
800-455-4682
What does our PAY RAISE mean to
YOU? Compare what you maka to
what you CAN nake! 1 year experience= $52,000/year. More expericncel $60,000/year . .S70,000/year.
Morcl Hcar11and Express 1-~41-

Drivers. Me.1sure Your Success in "Dol·
Iars• p<.., mile- Not Cents! Do you own
your truckl Don't haul another load for
less than $1 per mik'- that's what you
averag<- w1th a ba~e of 90c:·pm plus a
prufi1,1ble iucl surchmgcl Receive your
e.ornings each Thu~d.l} through week·
ly •dtlcmcnts with fuel deduction;
Lh<xlS<' dtrt'( I deposit or Comdata to
H.'Ceiw your funds. We'll rovl•r the ce>5t
oi pl~tes, perm1ts, tolls, ~:ale~ .mtl
lumper~; l'lus WC' t>ifPr ~igmficant dislulmt~ n1tllrt'S 1111d nMi ntPnancn. Com.
pll'tt' V(JitsntMy ht•neAts .md m.1intl'·
n;mcP cs• row ~re .w.tii.Jhl•:. And tht'H!'s
nn ioru•d di~11.1lt hi I hi• itKrt•dlhle
~.1n ncs~hll' t•pportunlty dO<.~n't make>
n•nti" !t m.>!..es •scnw!" We know the
uu~incss instdt• and out, and we help
out contracting partn,.,~ achit>ve t•nan·
ct.ll ~un ~. Call us now I 1·800-2JB·
HUNT fOt Suhjcct to d/s, l mos exp.

49~3 _www.heanlandcxpres~.com

n:q

~amily

Driwrs· Online Transport 40¢/milc
Now' Guaranteed home weekends;
2,600 mil'-s PLUS weekly, low cost
inSllranc.c. 1 yr. expcnencl." 866·54 J.
1.lJ4 x 101 wwv.·.onllnctransport.com
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TRAVEL
#1 Spring Break Vilcationsl Cancun,

Jamatca, Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida
& Costa Rica. 110 % Best Prices! Book
now and get free parties & meals!

Group discounts. Campus reps want·
edl 1-800-234-7007 endlesssumml'r·
tours.com.
CHERRY BLOSSOM GOLf AND
COUNTRY CLUB, Georgetown. Golf
Digpst voted us hest plar~>'- lu play
20041 Join u :; for your m•xt rounc:Vout·
lng. Spcci.ll Mo.:mbc·rship .tvai lahil'.
502·570-9849!

HEALTH
Health QHe w/ Pre~tption
Plan! S69.95Jmo: Best network, ~tel·
lent coverage. no limitations, includ5
dental, vision, pre-existing cond. OK!
Call: WCS 1-800-288·9214 ext. 2Jn

-

Advertism~ works!

~

762-4478

CLASSIFIEDS RATES
bun D1•grct' On

from
•susi·
ne~s •PJrale~al •computers. Job
plan•m<·nt as~IStJPCe. Computer and
fin.tn<;lal atd ii qualify. ll6b-85R-2121
www. tidcwatl'rtcc honllnc.com
Are ynu rt•.1dy for carc<'r trainmBl
Dr,wgh(ltl\ Jr. Cnii(~S~'· Hopkinsville
l.t•.Hninf!Site :Z-41 0 Ft. Campbell Blvd.,
St<'. ll I topki t1sville, KY 42240 888..156·.5000 tJPpl. 1'16(,6

MISC.

Place your
message 1n
The Murray

State News
classifieds for

log t lome De.. lers Wantec.l, Grea t
earnings potential, excellent prol'its,
proll'Cicd territory, lii••timc warranty.
American Mada- Honest value. Call
Daniel Boone log Homes 1·688-4434140

Attention Homeowner~; Display
homes wanted for vinyl ~iding; windows, roof~. Easy <;red it wrms. No pay·
m('nts until Summer 2005. Starting at
S9'1 month. Call1-801.l·251 ·084J
SS As seen on lV. Cash now for your
fu ture Settlement and lottery pay·
rnents. www.J>picush.com Don't wail
for your S.S$ C.tll Pro~pcrlty P.trtnero;
(B()()) 'i09·1607
SSCASIISS Immediate ~:.1sh for structur!'d 'cul(•mcnts, .mnuitic~, law ~uits,
inhcrit.ln<t'), rnurtg,lfiC notes & cash
tlows. IG Wentwmth Ill . 1·800· 794·
7l10
Frt·c -l·rnnm DIRFCTV Systf'm incl ud·
lng ~t.md.ud instail,ltton. J months free

~() to premium ch<
1nnels. At.:n·~~ to ovt.v
225 ch.1nnel)l l imilcd time offer.
S&H, rc~t t lctivns .lppl) . 1·800-20841117.

OnP order, One check, One sman
mowl Same time and monev by makIng one call to place a 25-word classi·
fit;a in 71 Kcntuckr newspapers for
only $22 5 For more Information, coolaa the dassiiicd department oi this
ocwspap<:r or call KPS 1-502-2238821

PER WORD!
Classified advertising dN dline
is 4 p.m. WE.'dnc~day.

Ads may be submilted in Wil son Hall room 1 I I o r mailed

to CIJssifi eds, c/o The Murril)'
State News, 2609 Univnrsity
Station, Murray, KY 42071
C lassifieds must be paid
before !hey run.

For more information
call 762-4478.
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'Breds continue to roll posting best start since 1983
Dan Tepe
Staff Writer
dtepe@tht>news.org

-

The Murray State Thoroughbreds used strong
pitching performances to
complete
a
two-game
sweep at Arkansas LittleRock this week. The 'Breds
won game one, 16-1, and
shut out the Trojans in
game two, 6-0.
"Pitching is such a huge
part of the game and baseball revolves around it,"
Head Coach Rob McDonald
said. "We've been playing
good defense and that
allows our pitchers to be
more aggressive."
Junior pitcher Matt Scalfani started game one for
Murray State, his first
career start. Scalfani yielded one run, three hits and
struck out four in his six
innings of work.
Senior pitcher Jon Ross
Shelton entered in the seventh and recorded his first
save of the season. Shelton
allowed only one hit while
striking out four to close the
game.
Murray State got the bats
working early. The 'Breds
posted four runs in the third
inning, three in the fourth,
five in the fifth and three in
the sixth. The 18 runs
scored are a season high for
1the 'Breds.
Senior first baseman Clint
Griggs led the 'Breds offensively in the first game.
Griggs went 4-for-6 with
two runs scored and three
runs batted in. Sophomore
center fielder Tyler Pittman
added three hits, including
three RBis in the offensive
surge.
Sophomore Jason Payton
finished with a triple and
two RBis and the 'Breds fin·
ished with seven doubles
and a season-high 20 hits in
the 16 run onslaught.

Ricky Agostintrhe N ews

Senior pitcher Jon Ross Shelton is lifted in the 'Breds lG-S loss t o Bowling Green State Feb 26. The 'Breds have lost only four games so far.
Rob McDonald believes
numerous factors have contributed to the team's early
success.
"We're doing a lot of
things well right now,"
McDonald said. "We have a
great attitude, more experience, and good players that
compete on a daily basis."
Murray State pitchers
allowed only five hits and
struck out eight in the second game. Junior pitcher
Jake Ociesa got the win to
improve his record to 2-0.
He surrendered four hits
and struck out eight batters.
The 'Breds got the scoring started in the second
inning on a two-out double
by junior infielder Chaz
Ebert. Junior .right fielder
Lincoln Kent singled home
a run in the eighth to
increase the lead to 3·0.
An Arkansas-LR fielding
error was the catalyst for a
three-run ninth inning to
put the game out of reach

and cap off the scoring.
Junior pitcher Walt Harris relieved Ociesa in the
seventh and picked up his
second save of the season,
allowing only one hit in
three innings.
Ebert finished 3-3 at the
plate with a double and two
runs scored. Pittman added
a double and two RBis.
The victory pushes Murray State's record to 9-4,
which is its best 13-garne
start since 1983.
Despite the great start,
Rob McDonald thinks there
is plenty of room for
improvement.
''We need to improve in
every area of the game even
though we aren't doing anything poorly," McDonald
said.
The 'Breds return horne
for a two-day series with
Akron on Sat11rday lu'ld Sunday. Saturday's doubleheader and Sunday's frnale begin
at noon at Reagan Field.

Rashod Taylor/The New&

Senior pitcher Craig Kraus, from Louisville, delivers a pitch to a Bradley Braves
hitter in the first game of the season Feb. 19. Kraus is a perfect 3-0 for the Thoroughbreds (9-4) this season as the team has jumped out to its best start since 1983.
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Just in time for Spring Break...

Thenfs
no

Watch Out!

Rome
Like
PI ace

One of these fun and collectible watches
(a $65 value) can be yours for only S12
with any purchase of $15 or more!

Now leasing at Murray Place!
Where will you be living this
fall? Murray Place offers 2 and
4-bedroom, fully-furnished
apartments, each with private
bathrooms and washers and
dryers. Other amenities in this
luxury student community
include:
• High-speed Internet
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Exciting community events
• Clubhouse with ping pong,
pool and foosball tables
• Tennis courts
• Fitness center
• All-inclusive rent with
electricity, water and cable
• Cable package includes HBO
and Cinemax
• Rates starting at $2991

Time is of the essence... quantities are limited!

March 17 • 26, only at

Reserve your room and choose
your roommates online.
www.MurrayPiace.com

303 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

.J!l Murray Place
1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270.759t3003
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Open road beckons
to restless students
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Every Spring students travel far and w ide to different destinations to enjoy Spring Break. It is important to be prepared
for a road emergency while driving to one's vacation locale.

N ISSAN

2507 Ft. Campbell Blvd. • Hopkinsville, KY

2005 Nissan Sentra
·1 .8 s

Well Equipped

It's almost that time, folks.
Only one more week until
we're all set free for our week
of freedom we all know and
love called Spring Break.
I can just picture it now,
floods of cars leaving Murray
State heading home or to the
open road for a road trip to a
warmer destination.
But do you know what to do
in an emergency? What hap~
pens if you get pulled over
Janet
without insurance? What hapRobb
pens if you get a flat tire?
College life Editor
Or more importantly, where
can you get a stereo system that will rattle your windows?
This collaboration between the Advertising and
College Life staff will answer some of these questions and inform you about what to do if something
goes wrong while on the highway.

Band HAutomotive, LLC.
1211 West 7th St.
Hopkinsville, KY. 42240
Phone: 270.885-9995
Fax: 270-885-9393
Business Hours
Mon.-Fri. 7:30a.m.· 5 p.m.
Harry Hyams
A.S.E. Master
Certified Technician

List: $16,250
SALE: $12,850
Plus Extra Rebate to College Students
(270) 88"6-6681

Toll Free 1-866-867-6681

e-mail: scottolds@hotmail.com
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A.S.E. Master
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Smart car shopping requires research
Tyler Moore
Staff Writer
tmoore@thenews.org

Buying a new or used car is something most people will do at some
point in their lifetime.
Chris Cox, salesperson from Brandon's Auto World, outlined steps students can take to have a positive buying experience.
Cox said when buying a new car,
you should look for a model that has
been around for a while and been a
good seller.
"You should also look for a car that
is in good condition and a make that
you trust," he said.
Buying a used car often requires a
little more inspection and research.
Cox said the car's exterior and mileage
are a good indication of a used car's
condition.
"The most important thing that you

need to look at in a used car is the interior," he said. "If the interior is not
clean and banged up, that is an indication for the rest of the car."
Many times students are not faced
with buying a used car from a car lot
as much as buying one from a friend or
family member, co·x said.
For such instances, he suggested
looking for information about the car
in Car and Driver magazine or in similar resources.
"You should also check the condition of the oil and transmission fluid,
the condition of the car and how clean
it is," Cox said.
Although checking the condition
and history of the car, if it is used, is
essential to the process, potential buyers can also ask about available
rebates and special offers from car
dealerships.
"It is really important to know what
your rebates·are, especially when you

-Rutamativ•.

are buying a new car," said Chad
Fritsche, salesperson at Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet.
To research car prices, Fritsche suggests visiting kbb.com. Looking up
prices before visiting dealerships can
make the buyiJ!g process easier.
"When approaching car buying, you
have to go in with an open mind
because it is not that scary,'' Fritsche
said.
It's not the process of looking for a
car that worries customers. but salespeople themselves that frighten them.
"I'm scared of salesmen," said Ashlee Gladson, freshman from Collierville, Tenn. "They'll talk me into
doing something that in reality I don't
want to do."
Fritsche said salespeople have
received a bad reputation.
"We're here to help, not to hurt the
customer," Fritsche said. "That will
not help us at all."

photo illustration by
frin Cummins/The News

When looking for a car, it is important to research tbe vehicle to
make sure tbe right choice is made.

MAJOR AND MINOR ENGINE REPAIR
TUNE-UPS
BRAKES &SHOCKS
TOWING AVAILABLE
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL
MSU STUDENTS & FACULTY

767-0101 '
408 N. 4TH ST. •MURRAY, KY
OPEN: MON.· FRI. 8 A.M.· 5 P.1. • SAT. UNDL NOON BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
III.HARLANAUTOMOTIVE.COI
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Laws require basic car insurance for drivers
Stephanie Salmons
Staff Writer
ssalm ons@thenews.org

Catchy jingles and comical commercials make light of car insurance, but
driving without insurance is no laughing matter.
Sherrie Phillips, insurance agent and
licensed certified insurance service
representative, said the best thing people can do while shopping for insurance is to compare prices and the
overall coverage of plans because
some basic coverage is required.
Phillips said basic liability insurance, which covers "injuries to others
and their property," and Kentucky NoFault are necessary.
"If you're hit by someone who doesn't have insurance, your medical bills
will be covered, under certain conditions," Phillips said of the Kentucky
No-Fault insurance plan, which can
cover the medical bills of the driver
and passengers.

photo illustration by
F.rin Cummins/ The News

Police officers ask for proof of
insurance in case of accidents.
Phillips said additional coverage
may also be needed.
"If you purchase a vehicle and borrow money from the bank, vehicle
damage coverage is required (also),"
she said.
The cost of insurance varies from
person to person. Phillips said when
calculating the cost of an insurance
plan, a number of factors are taken

LoRENZO JOHNSON BODY SHOP

into consideration. Some of these factors include: gender, marital status,
driving record and vehicle type.
Phillips said insurance companies
look at the make, model and year of
the vehicle, bow many of the same
make are on the road, how many like it
have ~een in accidents and how easy it
is to get parts for the car's maintenance.
A number of insurance companies
offer discounts.
"Everything we see in the insurance
industry is starting to gear itself
toward credit." Phillips said. "They
give a discount on good or excellent
credit. If you have poor or no credit,
•
you miss out."
Students who meet grade requirements set up by their insurance
provider may even be eligible for a
Good Student Discount.
David Harrington, Calloway County
attorney, said car insurance bas been
mandated for Kentucky residents
since the 1970s and failure to insure

your car could lead to criminal penalties.
"It seems as though (the problem)
keeps growing and growing," said
Harrington.
Harrington said he deals with an
average of eight to 10 insurance-related cases a week.
He said one of the reasons the problem is growing is that individuals
come from other states or countries
and may not know the state's requirements
Harrington said the penalty for a
first insurance offense is between $500
and $1,000, 90 days in jail or both.
A second offense within five years,
Harrington said, could result in up to
180 days in jail, $2,500 in fines or both.
Harrington said his recommendation to the judge in such cases usually
includes a $500 fine. with $400 suspended, and 10 days in jail, which he
recommends to be suspended as well.
Said Harrington: 'We need to make
sure (drivers) have insurance."

CARROLL TIRE & WHEEL
ALIGNMENT, INC.
Jason & Franklin Carroll
Students and Faculty w/ MSU I.D.

• Complete Body Work & Painting •
"Over 20 years Experience"

• $1 0 off set of 4 new tires
• $5 off alignment

1910 South Walnut St.

1305 N. 12th St.

Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Ph one: (270) 885-9402
Fax; (270) 885-9764

{270) 753-1489
Fax {270) 753-1536
Michelin • Toyo • Yokohama • Multi-Mile
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FORD

~I MERCURY

I
2002 VW Passat GLX
81 K, Black, V6, $12,900

2002 Honda Accord EX
34K, White, V6, $12,330

2001 Nissan Maxima SE
78K, Black V6, $12,900

2001 VW Beetle GLX
25K, Yellow, 1.8T Turbo,
$11,900

LINCOLN

r
518 S. 12th St., Murray, KY. 42071
270-767-0250
www.workmanmotorcompany.com

N'S
RVICE &

l
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Brakes $64. & up "
out our brake & tune-up sg
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No a"ppointment necessar .
e ''Golden Rule'' is o.ur p
i;!Jht & Janet Brinn, own···At··
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Advances make sound systems better
Phillip Dishon
Assistant College Life Editor
pdishon@thenews.org

The ground trembles as Justin Cox,
freshman from Hardin, pulls his red
Camara into the parking lot of White
College. The windows of other cars
rattle as the booming treble and base
assault the surrounding area.
Cox is the proud owner of a car
stereo sound system equipped with a
Kenwood compact disc player and
multiple speakers ranging in size and
amplitude.
"I'm a (disc jockey) so I love music,"
Cox said. "(My sound system) is pretty loud."
With a price tag of nearly $645, Cox
said his system isn't the most expensive because he researched prices
before he made his purchases.
"You can get (sound equipment)
cheaper," Cox said. "But you have to

Erin Cummings/The News

Speakers and compact disc players
can be added to vehicles to
increase the volume, treble and
bass of existing sound systems.
shop around."
Cox said having a sound system isn't
just about playing music, but also
about being noticed by other people
because of how loud your sound sys-

just a fad, it is a pretty good one."
tern is.
The increased popularity of sound
"It's just the cool thing to do," Cox
said. "It's just to get everybody's atten- systems can be attributed to numerous
tion."
companies developing better techCox said anyone who is interested in nologies, Bell said.
"(Car audio) has maintained a fairly
having a system installed should speak
to a professional.
steady proftle," Bell said. "They just
"I installed mine myself, but it took keep coming up with cooler things."
five hours when it would have taken (a
Bell said the latest technology, satel·
professional) two hours," Cox said. lite radio, is one of the most amazing
"Each car is different and each system advances to happen in years.
"Like satellite television, once peosounds different."
The Murray community is no ple have it, they won't be able to go
stranger to the gr.owing popularity of without it," he said.
Bell said the staff at Sunset works
automotive sound systems.
Steve Bell, owner of Sunset Boule- with customers to determine what
vard Music, which is located at 1109 they are looking for in a sound system,
Chestnut St., said his store may have as well as what would work best for
started as a record shop, but has also their car.
provided Murray with the newest
"We take great, great pride in our
audio equipment and custom car installation," Bell said.
Sunset, as well as many other local
installation for more than 30 years.
"We've been (selling audio equip- retail stores, offers audio equipment
ment) for years," Bell said. "So if it's geared toward any budget.

Car stereos to
fit any car and
any budget, plus
custom installation!

New & Used Compact Discs!
Car Stereo & Installation

SIRIUS~
SATEU.IH •ADIO

~

a
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Sunset Boulevard Music
1109 Chestnut St.
Next door to Wendy's
Murray, KY.
753-0113
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Car inspection checklist
~

Change engine oil and oil filter.

~ Rotate tires and check tire pressure and wear

1!!1

before traveling.

~ Check engine coolant and windshield washer fluid
levels.

~ Check interior, exterior, brake, hazard and turn signal lights.

~ Visually inspect wiper blades and wiper operation.
~ Check

transmission fluid level and add fluid as
needed.

Vehicle maintenance
important before trips
Chevrolet. said the average person
needs to bring their vehicle to a repair
Contributing Writer
shop because some uncommon equipAs Spring Break approaches, many ment is used to check it.
Murray State students are finalizing
The cost of taking a car into a shop
their travel plans.
for a general inspection is about $30,
However, some students may forget but students who want to do it themto inspect their vehicle's engine and . selves can purchase most of the necestires before heading to their Spring sary tools at local retailers.
Break destinations, thus increasing the
Since unexpected things happen
chances of mechanical malfunctions.
while driving, there are supplies driStudents can check and repair their vers should keep in their cars in case
own vehicles, said Michael Fulkerson, of emergencies, such as a spare tire, a
assistant manager at Express Care, but jack, jumper cables, an emergency
Dennis English. service manager at roadside kit and a flashlight.

Amanda Morris

Eastside Autobod
Johnny Coleman Bobby Edmond so
Owners

410 S. 4th Street. Murray, Ky
(270) 753-2525

(270) 753-2562

Eastside Autobody®wmconnect.com
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Students need to prepare for car emergencies
Elizabeth Fields
Staff Writer
efie/Js@thenews.org

...
\

With Spring Break just around the
corner, Murray State students will be
on the road and need to be prepared
for unexpected emergencies and bad
weather conditions.
"This is the time of year when people see the sunshine and they want to
get out there and travel," said Kentucky State Police Officer Barry Meadows.
Meadows said there is a significant
increase in accidents and roadside
emergencies in the spring, and college
students need to be ready for tire
blowouts and hydroplaning.
"In both of these situations, the car
is going to jerk, and the natural
instinct is to jerk the wheel," Meadows said, "When you do that, it is
going to overcorrect the problem and
can throw the vehicle out of control."
Procarcarc.com offers descriptions
of frequent emergencies and provides

photo illustration by
Enn Cummins/The News

A spare tire and jack are important
to have iD a car iD case of a flat.
advice on how to get out of the situations safely.
According to the Web site, another
instinct of drivers is to slam on the
brakes, which could also cause the dri-

ver to lose control of the car. Applying
the brakes slowly as the driver guides
the car to the shoulder will allow more
control.
Meadows said maintaining control
is sometimes more important than
stopping the vehicle.
"Once, you regain control of the situation, it will be much safer for the
driver to get ·over to a shoulder and
come to a stop," Meadows said.
Roger Boyd, from AAA Insurance in
Paducah, said he sees an increase in
accident fatalities in the spring as well.
"With 9,069 Kentucky accidents in
the month of March in 2003, it's actually a lower number of overall accidents. but higher numbers of fatalities," Boyd said.
Meadows and Boyd said drivers can
avoid many accidents by simply being
prepared and fully rested.
"Out on the highways, people push
themselves, and it gets a little monotonous on the straight roads," Meadows
said. "They get tired and just fall
asleep."

Boyd said getting rest is just the
beginning and drivers need to make
sure their vehicles are in top traveling
condition.
"I was in college once, too, and
know it can be a little expensive to get
you car all checked out but it really is
important students know their cars
arc not invincible," Boyd said.
The tires of a vehicle are the No. 1
defense against weather of all sorts,
Boyd said.
Drivers need to be prepared with a
spare tire and jack in case of a blowout
or flat, he said.
Although flat tires and bad weather
happen while traveling, Boyd said the
major cause of accidents in younger
drivers is inattention.
"The younger the driver is, the less
likely they will want to just tune out
all of the conversations happening
around them." Boyd said.
The overall advice from Meadows
and Boyd is to prepare vehicles for
travel, get plenty of sleep and be ready
for anything.

Choose from our wide
selection of NEW
and PREOWNED CARS,
TRUCKS and SUVs.
You're Gonna Love Us
736-7429
1 - 888 -RENSHAW

4395 Fort CarnpbeU Blvd.
Hopkinsville, KY 42241
www.toyotaofhopkinsviUe.coftl

Tile M1II'I'IIJ State News
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Buy yeur new or used car at

48 CC GAS IIINI VINTAGE
CHOPPER
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1300 N. 121 BJ·Pass • MarraJ
753·5315 or 800.455·5315
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711·4424

Jf 1ttere are hDrcritile
noises coming from
your car, apd it's not
the r~dio station's top
40, IT~s TIME YOU
CAME TO SEE US!

We're com~itted to quality auto ~are, excel&!llt·custorner semce
and fair prices. It's our goal to have you back:-f)n the road fast with
complete auto, care, fr'Oin engine to muffler and every part in
~.

~een.

CUNNINGHAM AUTO REPAIR
S. Fourth St, • Murray, KY 42071 • (270) 753- 6831
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Maintenance important to keep gOod gas mileage
Janet Robb
College Life Editor
jrobb@thenews.org

With gas prices increasing 6.7 cents
to $2 per gallon since Feb. 19, students
are spending more money at the
pumps.
To alleviate gas costs, consumers
can perform simple maintenance to
their cars to increase its gas mileage.
"The only thing that the consumer
can do is to just keep their car maintained (with) regular maintenance
(and) tune ups," said Chris Nelson,
parts sales manager at Auto Zone.
Emissions tests can determine what
a car's gas mileage is, he said.
"If emissions tests were still mandatory. that would help a lot of people,"
Nelson said. "(The test) checks your
car to see what you're burning (and)
what (emissions) you're putting out."
He said the more emissions a car
puts out means the less efficient the
fuel is and the the lower the vehicle's
gas mileage.

According to fueleconomy.gov,
Another way to get better mileage is
there
are many steps consumers can
to choose a fuel efficient vehicle.
Bryan Mainord, Auto Zone employ- take to save money on gas and get the
ee, said automobiles that- run on diesel most gas mileage out of a vehicle.
Running errands can take a toll on
fuel require less maintenance than
gas
usage. Fueleconomy.gov suggests
vehicles that use unleaded gasoline.
"They cost more on the high end, combining numerous errands into one
but they save you a lot of money down trip.
This saves , fuel outtake twice as
the road," he said.
Mainord said proper maintenance, much as taking many short trips. Comsuch as oil changes every 3,000 miles muting before or after peak rush hours
and air filter changes every six can cut weekly fuel costs in half.
When packing a car for long trips.
months. can have a significant affect
on gas mileage.
only pack what is needed. Extra
Brad Broadway. manager of weight can reduce gas mileage by 5
Advanced Auto Parts in Murray, said percent, according to the Web site.
if air fi lters are not maintained, a clog
The site also said the easiest thing to
will form ana the right amount of air- do to get good mileage is to obey
flow will not be allowed into the vehi- speed limits, use cruise control and
drive sensibly.
cle.
Excessive braking and accelerating
"Everything works together," Broadway said. "If you've got a clogged up wastes gas and can reduce mileage by
filter with good gasoline, it will just 33 percent on highways. Every 5 mph
make a strain to use more gas."
higher than 60 mph can cost a conBroadway said changing oil filters sumer up to an extra 10 cents per galand performing fuel treatments keeps lon. Cruise control saves gas by keepthe fuel system clean.
ing a constant speed.

HORTON'S LOCKSHOP

B & L Automotive Dist.
Specializing in Automotive Air Conditioning

Wholesale • Retail

• Emergency 24 Hour Service •
• Change Safe Combinations •
• Lock Work All Types •
900 Coldwater Rd. • Murray
Bus. 270-753-5980
Res. 270-753-1203
After Hrs. 270-759-6071

Andy Beale • Kevin Lamb
810 Coldwater Rd.
(270) 753-9181
(270) 753-3282
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Auto Parts
Auto Paint Supply
Auto Glass

CARQUEST
OF MURRAY

512 S. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071

Before you leave
for Spring Break:
Get an oil change & filter
for $10.95 and get FREE
total vehicle inspection so
you don't have trouble on
your trip!

~~::Iii

MUST PRESENT COUPON!
Follow us to Brandon Auto
Most cars & trucks
World across from Reagan Up to 5 quart of oil & filter
Field and see Bob for
Want better fuel
vehicle protection!

mileage?

Get your fuel system
injectors cleaned to save
money on gas!

Brandon

Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick

""'Certil
ie<l
lit:l USI'D VIIHICLIS

'f3-MP~•• ti<>rap I• -r~.,·

I..!.I I ~- ~ li)l

1300 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray • 753·5315 or 800·455·5315

www.brandonautoworld.com

AUTO PARTS

Find these articles
in the online edition
of The News

Richard Freeman
Store Manager
222 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Bus: (270) 753-6829
. Home: (270) 753-3976
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